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MEDIA

The selected VCE Media productions represent the 
breadth of excellence of students who completed 
VCE Media Units 3 and 4. The selected works 
demonstrate the students’ exploration and research 
of a variety of media forms and their personal 
responses to the world and social issues. The products 
on display include animation, video, print, audio 
and photography, as well as convergent and 
hybridised media. 
VCE Media enables students to develop skills in and knowledge of a 
variety of media forms. The study design challenges students to use 
imagination and innovation to engage a specified target audience for 
their production. 
The final productions on display were produced for the VCE 
Media School-assessed Task. In Unit 3, students investigated 
and experimented with the narrative construction, characteristics, 
genres and styles of a chosen media form, in order to create a 
production design. In Unit 4, students developed their production 
designs through production and post-production stages.
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Management and coordination of production 
Multiple lockdowns in Victoria meant shooting for my media product was extremely difficult.

 
This lockdown meant I could not have my models come to my house or go visit them. With the continuous postponement of shoots
due to lockdowns, I felt determined to shoot with my models. However, with the lockdown beginning at the start of August it became
clear I just had to shoot whatever self portraits I could. This meant the shooting process was at times rushed. It further meant I had
to cram in editing times, and I wasn’t really able to follow a plan like the one I had previously scheduled. I was luckily able to have

two occasions where a model came over. 
 

On the days before Lockdown that I had planned to shoot, only one of these shoots needed to be outside. The weather conditions
for this shoot ended up being perfect and no re-shoots needed to be completed. 

 
In cases where I shot inside and was relying on natural lighting (technical code) though it was a gloomy day, I used studio lights to

help light the environment. 

TESS ROGERS
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Intention 

TESS ROGERS

Resolution of prodution issuesAmendements - Audience
Models 
Due to the Covid 19 lockdowns, I was only able to have shoots with 2
models, rather than the intended 7-9. This meant I had to make changes
to my thumbnails to ensure I was able to take the photos by myself. 

Printing
Due to the Covid 19 lockdown, I was unable to create a hard copy of my
zine, as outlined in my intention. I was able to export my images on a
website for friends and family to view, as well as exporting it as a zine. 

Improving editing techniques
Through class feedback I found that the early drafts of my zine lacked
grit and weren't that visually interesting. To fix this, I added a collage to
my zine (common zine convention) and incorporated printing images
and scanning them as a regular editing process. This helped to improve
my overall aesthetics of my zine and make it more visually engaging for
my audience. In addition, feedback I received included the class didn’t
like the use of typed text, so I made sure every piece of text (written
code) in my zine would be hand written. 

Photoshop
As some images from shoots were underexposed or the lighting
(technical code) did not compliment the image, I used Photoshop to
improve these aspects of the image. Specifically, I used the brightness
and contrast tools, as well as the levels option to create better visuals
that made more engaging images. 

Extra Shoot
In the final week of creating my zine I felt as though it was too repetitive
and was missing something. I decided to shoot an original thumbnail
that I thought I couldn’t complete without a model, with the help of
someone else taking the photos of me. This extra collage helped to
better achieve my intention through exploring the issue of the male
gaze, and it also made my zine more interesting. 
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TESS ROGERS

Feedback 
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The Art of the GOBO | Creative Lighting for Food Photography (figandlight)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uUq4cUJwkQ 

Brandon (figandlight) gives a tutorial on how to make a GOBO at home and 
uses it to add variety to a typical lighting set up. GOBO stands for ‘go between 
objects’ and refers to objects that ‘goes between’ the light sources and the 
subject to create a shadow pattern on the set. In its most basic form, two foam 
boards flagging off light from certain parts of the frame can create a GOBO in 
the shape of a strip box which allows you to focus the light onto the subject. 

The shape of the light is determined by the object used. The purpose of a 
GOBO it to create shadow patterns and therefore gives an image more texture 
and interest. Brandon demonstrates how to simulate dappled daylight effect by 
creating a GOBO from cutting round shapes out of a foam board, essentially 
imitating a cucoloris.   

Brandon concludes with a list of considerations;

1. Distance between GOBO and subject 
The distance between the GOBO and the subject will affect quality of 

shadows. The further away the they are from each other, the softer the 
shadows will be. The closer they are, the more defined the shadows will be. 

2.  Size of light source also affects how the shadows come out
Using a small point source will make it easier to find defined shadows while a large light source 

large (eg Lightbox) will make it more difficult to find defined shadows. 

3. Utilising ambient or fill light 
Having a base layer light or fill light helps with making the GOBO look more convincing and 

natural. The purpose of this extra light it to fill in the shadows and can be done with a fill card or another 
flash
 
4. Making sure GOBO does not distract from the subject 

The risk in using a GOBO is that if shadows are too harsh, dappled or not properly spotlighting, it 
can make the subject look messy and ultimately distract the eyes. 
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Using Light to Improve Your Composition for Food Photography  (figandlight)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfSj617steM 

Brandon (figandlight) shows the audience different ways to use light creatively to help emphasise the subject.   
He focuses on the fact that lighting should be anything but formulaic and instead encourages thinking of 
ways to incorporate lighting as a part of composition. The lighting of an image should help direct the 
viewer’s eyes with almost exact persuasion rather than just be a means to proper exposure.

The first image uses soft, directional light which is overall 
pleasing to the eye. Despite this, the image seems to demand for 
more. This is comparable to the second where the light is used to 
present the subject, giving the overall photo more character and 
detail. The added geometric element holds the audience’s attention 
for longer. Essentially, the principle at play is what the role of tone 
and colour have on your composition. Brandon explains how the 
focus should not simply be putting a spotlight on every piece of 
food you shoot, rather shifting away from the belief that there’s 
only a few ways to light food in food photography since there is 
always going to more than a few ways to perceive something. 

“An understanding and appreciation of how different tones and 
colour in an image can affect the movement of the viewer’s eyes 
and their emotional response can further aid our ability to 
consciously construct meaningful images and ones with impact” 
-Richard Garvey Williams  

Brandon then demonstrates how he builds his interpretation of the 
subject, being mindful of how to use light as a compositional 
piece to present the subject. This lighting technique derives from 
the same principle as using foams boards to create a triangular 
shadow. The final image is created by combining two layers of 
light- an ambient base layer and a flash layer. It allows the photographer to be more flexible with their second 
light as the purpose of the base layer light is to give the image an overall fill light so the shadows won’t be 
too dark. To ensure this is properly executed, the direction and quality of the light must be flat and the 
camera must be purposely underexposed. Brandon uses a magbeam, a device which extents the length in 
which the light can reach coming out of the flash through a Ferrell lens, to created the flash layer. Within the 
magbeam is a magmask which creates that intense beam of light. He also uses a gel on the beam of light,  
giving the image a relaxed mood. The effect of spotlighting the subject is that it helps the eye concentrate 
before moving around the image from there rather than make the viewer guess or even be confused at what 
they should be looking at. The leaf in the bottom left corner may still be visible, however it is not competing 
for attention with the subject. 

flash layer              base layer
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Initial Experimentation
Set up:

Equipment used:
- Canon EOS 6D Mark II
- Stigma 35mm f/1.4 lens
- LightPro SlimLine Mini LED DB-222 x1
- White cardboard as table/backdrop
- DIY light diffuser    

For my initial experimentation, I kept my set up relatively simple 
to focus on getting some experience with setting up and using 
equipment. I placed my subject at the edge of the table, roughly 
30cm away from the white cardboard backdrop. My two sources 
of light were from my ceiling light and main LED. The ceiling 
light acted as a fill light while the LED was places parallel to the 
subject. I raised the height of the light and tilted it 45 degrees 
downwards to create a reflection in the top right corner of the 
can. A piece of parchment paper over the LED is used in order to 
diffuse the light. 

Camera Settings: ISO 2000 / 40 shutter speed / 8.0 aperture

I decided to change locations and camera settings for my second 
attempt. I used one LED as my main light source and relied on 
my ceiling light to act as the fill light. I placed the LED roughly 
1m away from the subject positioned to the left. By increasing 
the height of the tripod and angling the light downwards, I aimed 
to focus the reflection on the top left of the subject. I used a thin 
sheet of parchment paper to diffuse the light in lieu of a 
professional diffuser. The backdrop set composed of a blank 
white wall and white stock.
 
Camera Settings: ISO 1000 / 100 shutter speed / 4.0 aperture
Camera Settings: ISO 1000 / 100 shutter speed / 9.0 aperture
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Statement of Evaluation #1

Through this experimentation, I have successfully 
shot a product photo using an artificial lighting set 
up. Since I was shooting without a tripod, some of 
my first images were still shaky, off centred or 
included elements outside the backdrop. This was 
my first time using a lens that could not zoom 
which made it difficult as I needed to be physically 
close to the subject. In the midst of creating a set 
up, I realised the lighting was looking quite harsh 
and I needed a diffuser. Although I did not have the 
specific, professional equipment, I knew that it was 
possible to use house hold items, such as parchment 
paper. My images lacked the complimentary reflective shine I was intending to create and instead were under 
or over exposed. This is due to the diffuser not being secured to the bottom on the LED, therefore allowing 
more light to leak out at the bottom compared to the top. The poor lighting also highlighted the difference in 
colour between the table surface and backdrop I used, causing the overall image to look disjoint and 
incohesive. For my second attempt, I adjusted the lighting set up and changed locations. Making sure that the 
diffuser was secured improved the overall lighting in my images. With the main light now further away and 
the fill light brighter, I was able to achieve more even lighting. Not only this, the reflection on the side of the 
can was clear. Although this is what I intended, the reflection was too centred and defined, making it a 
distraction to the product. I experimented with the subject being closer and further away from the backdrop 
and found that the further away the subject was from the background, the deeper depth of field I could 
achieve. By using the white board as the table surface, I was also able to create a reflection of the can. For 
my re-experimentation, I plan to apply all the technical camera skills I have learned and adjust the lighting 
set up accordingly. Using what I have learned, I believe that introducing a second LED light and reflector 
will improve the overall lighting on my image
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Re-experimentation

Set up:

Equipment used:
- Canon EOS 6D Mark II
- Stigma 35mm f/1.4 lens
- LightPro SlimLine Mini LED DB-222 x2
- White cardboard as reflected
- Black paper as backdrop 
- Piano (faux plexiglass)    

For my re-experimentation, I changed the lighting set up by 
introducing a second LED and a reflector. I placed my subject 
on the piano in the middle to achieve a semi deep focus as 
well as a reflection on the surface. For these images, I 
switched off my ceiling light to remove any yellow colour 
tints. The main light was place parallel to the subject above 
eye level and 45 degrees downwards with the fill light being 
placed directing infant at eye level. The reflector was placed 
to the right of the set up to bounce back the light and fill in the 
shadows in the right side of the can.

Camera Settings: ISO 200 / 100 shutter speed / 2.8 aperture

LED settings:

The main light parallel to the subject was turned onto full intensity to 
reflect clearly while the fill light was only at half intensity acting as a 
base. 

Due to the black backdrop being uncharted territory, I had to 
continually adjust the distance of the LED as well as their intensity to 
achieve my intended brightness. 

Following this, I adjusted the settings of the camera as many of the 
initial images with this new light set up were extremely 
underexposed. 

My aim for this re-experimentation was to create complimentary and 
flattering reflections on both the product as well as the faux plexiglass.  
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Statement of Evaluation #2
Through this re-experimentation, I have taken the knowledge I have learned through the first two 
experiments and applied them by changing my set up. In terms of reflections, I managed to get the placement 
of the reflection correct, however the lines remain mostly harsh. Besides the introduction of the second LED, 
another main difference of this set up is the black backdrop. I ran into some difficulties shooting against such 
a dark colour; I initially thought it would emphasise the red of the can, however the black instead emphasised 
the shadows and ‘swallowed’ the edges of the can. To combat this, I introduced a reflector (white card stock) 
to reflect the light back and fill in the shadows on the right of the can. This was effective to a degree, but 
caused the image to take on a warmer tone which was not my intended effect.  A positive of shooting with 
the black background instead of white is the clear reflection on the bottom surface. Overall, the reflections 
became clearer (in some cases too clear and over exposed!). The black backdrop also increased the difficulty 
of getting an even base of light; I found it often to be spotty, uneven or a harsh gradient from over to 
underexposed. After this experiment, it will be very important for me to continue developing my technical 
camera skills and trialing different artificially lighting set ups for every situation. Some simple changes I plan 
to make are to always shoot with a tripod to get a level photo every-time, use more than one source of light 
and use a real diffuser! 
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Article E: Matcha confectionary 
- Two possible recipes revolving around matcha
- Research on the history of matcha:
- “Matcha (抹茶) is a powdered green tea. Known for its particularly strong flavour, it holds a special place 

in Japanese culture as the leading role in the Japanese tea ceremony, where it is served along with a 
confectionary sweet, known as wagashi (和菓⼦)” https://www.toki.tokyo/blogt/2017/6/26/matcha 

- https://mizubatea.com/blogs/news-1/the-history-of-matcha-in-japan 
- https://www.matchaful.com/pages/the-history-of-matcha 
- https://mymatchalife.com/matcha-history/ 
- Concept: [growing up and assimilating into western culture, believing that speaking english and makes 

you superior to your immigrant relatives, unlearning such behaviours to immersing yourself in your own 
culture] and [rejecting asian culture during childhood/rejection of culture] 

- ‘What does it mean to be Australian?’- a question that every immigrant/asian diaspora asks themselves at 
least once in their lifetime.

- At first, it meant learning English. And then it was eating ham sandwiches and meat pies instead of pho 
and bun bo hue. It was quitting Viet school, memorising the Australian anthem for school assemblies, 
perfecting my English, weaponising my English, hurling my English at my mother: “I’m not Vietnamese. 
I’m Australian!” as she struggled to understand words not from her mother tongue. 

- What does it mean to be Australian? Being afraid of not just being different, but being told I'm different- 
too different. Spending the initial years of my developmental stage erasing myself to be safe, to fit in, to 
assimilate. To avoid the stereotypes at school while also conforming to the model minority. Spending the 
rest of my childhood rewriting who I am with my perfect English, only now wishing I could speak the 
language my mother taught me

- [theme: the struggle of immigration, through the child's point of view] I used to make fun of my mum’s 
accent a lot- i knew she was smart but couldn't help assuming that the accent meant he wasn't as smart as 7 
year old me. There was a disconnect between my mother and I growing up, it just took me a long time to 
realise it was not due to the language barrier [elaborate on the cultural differences in my own household]

- [Universal experience of how immigrant parents make you check their grammar, write their emails and 
read the bills out to them] I remember hating having to draft every email she sent and having to check her 
grammar. Retrospectively, I think what I really hated was having to document my mothers alienation and 
the pressure to protect her from the wide, white world. 

- As a 7 year old, I could barely read the long lines of complicated compound sentences myself, but I knew 
enough then that her inability to speak the english language was not the reason for her quiet tears at night, 
but instead the large numbers at the bottom of the page 

- [link to recipe] I spent many of my primary school years in after school care and holiday programs, which 
is where I first learned these recipes, while my mother worked. These were snacks I often made also at 
home as a kid since the ingredients were easily found in my pantry. (was super cheap, ingredients were 
accessible for a low income household)

- I later learned just how not only smart, but resilient my mother is. A single mother drowning under 
mountains of debt and the simple cost of living, raising a small, insolent child who believed she was better 
simply because she spoke the language others outside the walls of their shoebox apartment used. A mother 
who worked full time to keep her child fed and clothed, then returned to university to give her child a 
better life. 

Strawberry matcha mochi
Ingredients:
⅓ cup heavy whipping cream
Strawberries
1 tbsp sugar
½ tbsp matcha powder
100g glutinous rice flour
50g sugar
180ml water
½ tsp matcha powder
Corn starch
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Method: 
1. Chop up strawberries
2. Add sugar and matcha powder to cream and whip till stiff peaks form
3. Fold in strawberries
4. Scoop out small spoonfuls on a plate a refrigerate
5. Mix glutinous rice flour, sugar, matcha powder and water and steam for 15 minutes
6. Dust with cornstarch and spit into small balls
7. Grab your filling from the fridge and pinch the mochi shut around the filling
8. Dust with matcha powder and serve

Matcha chocolate truffles
Ingredients:

100g white chocolate 
3 tbsp thickened cream
1-2 teaspoons matcha powder 

Method: 
1. Boil water on the stove and place a large glass bowl over it
2. Heat the cream in bowl
3. Add matcha powder when cream starts bubbling and stir well
4. Add white chocolate and melt until combined
5. Pour into a small container and refrigerate for 2h
6. Once ready, remove from fridge and cut into small squares
7. Dust with matcha powder and serve

Mock ups/Page Layouts
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Ioasoatio

Front cover and page layout: Understanding the rule to put things together so it can look 

aesthetically satisfying as well as follow certain codes and conventions when creating a zine is my 

goal to achieve when doing this exercise. To help me in this tasks I will have to start to learn and 

experiment a few design programs such as Illustrations In esigns Photoshop or Figma. The skills 

that I learn will help me to do my actual SAT Folio later on. There are many tools on these programs 

that I need to practice on: types selections framings templates...so I could be suent at designing a 

zine.

I would be able to have an outline idea of how I want my zine to set up. I would like to explore more 

about how others come up with the front cover and di�erent layouts for their zine - what is e�ective 

and what£s nots what layout would be easy for the audience to read also visually aesthetics should 

my front page be an illustration or photographys...?

This exercise will help me with my SAT as I want to fully understand the codes and conventions of 

front cover and page layout of a zine.

Ioaeoatio cod npeitficationExercise 2 [23]

EXE/CISE 2 

Front cover and page layout

Spsrtfreatioes/sesearc

I would use Adobe Illustrator to help me try out a wide range of front front cover and page layout. I 

will use mock ups create a template on this programs practice and experiment my ideas to see what 

works and what not. For the page layout parts I will use the video named 	�ow to  esign �agazine 

Covers - Editorial Terms and  efnitionss. This video from  ess IIm a  esigner helps me alot in terms 

of guiding me in creating a front cover so it can increase the aesthetic and engage the audience.

For the content pagess I would like to use the same program and use the same previous skills that 

IIve learned from both research and exercise 3 stages. I will use the frame tool from Figma to 

generate a range of content pages and template so my ideas would be easier to imagine or 

visualise. I will also use a video from the same youtuber to help me with this particular exercise. This 

will allow me to have further knowledge about creating a consistent layout as well as follow the 

terms and rules that a magazine should have.N
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Exercise 2 [24] Antanomy of a magazine front cover

The most valuable way to market the publication to readers is on the cover of a magazine. 

The best magazine cover style design catches the eye£ is visually appealing£ and stands 

out. A magazine cover serves as a point of entry for readers to learn more about the 

publication. The ideal magazine cover is made up of a good combination of elements.

The masthead is the magazine's title 

and the most consistent feature in the 

publication's issues; it's how readers 

can identify the magazine on the shelf. 

The masthead would have the largest 

font size in the magazine. The 

masthead's colours will adjust to 

match the theme or main picture, while 

the size and location remain constant.

While not every 

magazine has a 

deck, it can be 

useful for describing 

the magazine's 

ideology or type of 

publication. The 

magazine deck is 

typically just a few 

words long, so keep 

it short and 

memorable.

Volume X, Issue X is a popular 

format for magazine issue 

numbers. The years the magazine 

has been in print are referred to 

as volume, whereas the number 

of issues published during that 

year is referred to as issue.

A photograph or an 

illustration may serve 

as the magazine's 

main image. This is 

determined based on 

the magazine's main 

story and art direction. 

A magazine cover can 

be completely ruined 

by low?Quality 

photographs. 4any 

magazines organise 

special photoshoots or 

hire illustrators to 

make one?of?a?kind 

covers with conceptual 

photographs. Images 

that are crisp, clean, 

and informative can 

grab readers' attention

Every issue of a magazine has a 

central theme, which serves as the 

cover's lead article line. lse a slightly 

diXerent font that suits the theme to 

highlight the lead article section. tou 

may also change the scale to have 

more prominence on the cover and 

use various colours that match the 

imagery. This will result in a dynamic 

cover that will attract the reader's 

attention to the lead article line 

feature wrst.

In comparison to the lead post, 

the cover lines are placed at a 

smaller point scale. �epending on 

the subject or the individual being 

interviewed, every magazine has 

one. The cover line topics can, but 

are not reQuired to, revolve 

around the magazine's main 

theme. �over lines should be brief 

and contain no more than ten 

words. 4ake use of words that will 

entice your readers.

With the support of digital 

devices, magazines were able 

to expand their reach through 

their websites. Remind your 

customers where they can wnd 

you online, whether it's on your 

website or on social media.

The printing company will take 

care of bar codes, but you must 

make sure to leave enough space 

for them. Their location is in the 

bottom?left corner of the cover, 

which may also include the 

magazine's price. Another choice is 

to place the price next to the 

magazine's date and issue number�

This is the publication's 

month, year, and issue 

number. In certain cases, 

the price would be included 

in this group as well. 
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Exerciset2t[28] Plgetplyouatusiagtflat pla

start from a rough outline...

then turns it into a more detailed version...
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Exercise 2 [25] Exercise

I went in the Figma program then choose 

the frame tool and created a template 

which is A4 size in the print category. 

Normal size of a magazine usually 8.5 x 11 

inches but some company still use A4 as 

the standard size. This is the frst step that 

would be apply on every project, of course, I 

will do this when I’m doing the actual SAT 

folio, too. There’s a text on top of every page 

that I create that said rA4©1f, when there’re 

too many layers, I will change it so it would 

be easy locate and fnd each page.

I looked up some inspirations on  ehance. 

Then I inserted the magazine cover I chose 

next to the frame to track my progress. This 

will help me have a clearer image of what I 

want to do and about to do. Then on the 

previous frame that I’ve created earlier, I 

made an outline of the inspiration cover by 

creating the boxes that are representing the 

types (taglines, coverlines, barcode,...). It 

helps me a lot in terms of giving ideas and 

aware of the compositions on the front 

cover. 

Here I had copied another frame that is 

exactly the same as the frst one.  ut before 

doing that, I’ve made some adjustments to 

the orginal outline of the magazine. I 

rearranged the types that could be more 

spread out across the pages. I want to make 

the front looks not to tight to each other 

which would make it more airy and more 

comfortable to look at. This step is helping 

me a lot in visualise diferent possibilities 

when creating the layout that I wanted and 

also make the later steps easier to process.

After last step, I then went on diferent 

platforms to fnd an image for this front 

cover which are *interest,  ehance, but I 

found this photogragh on ?nsplash (which 

is an amazing source for high©Buality 

photos). I changed my mind that I would like 

to generate an architecture magazine front 

cover so I would get an idea for my actual 

product. I chose the photo that is seems 

very large that can cover the whole page 

like the insperation one to create a bigger 

impact and attract the audiences.

For the next step I am going to decide on 

choosing diferent types of fonts, size, 

weight fot the masthead, slogan and infos 

(date, issue). For me this is one of the most 

challenging step because front cover has to 

be consistent in terms on typefonts (related 

to later on taglines,...) From the skills I hadon 

the 1st ex., I chose a sans©serif font called 

Open Sans. I used the same typeface for the 

other ones just to stay consistent and make 

it memorable. So this gave the magazine a 

minimal, high©class and clean look.

I started to generate the frst coverlines 

which I have some issues with the idea. I 

think it’s kind of hard to choosing diferent 

styles using only one font, the purpose is to 

be able to seperate the informations in a 

topic while make them still related to each 

other. I tried to experiment so much things 

but still ended up with the same font as the 

masthead.  ecause I think this coverline is 

the closest one to the title to it would be 

aestheticly please the eyes if I make a 

connections between these two.

Moving onto the second coverline which I 

need to defnitely need something more 

engaging that specifcally is to change the 

font. I went in a adjusting various of scales, 

sizes and weight of the words, thinking 

which one to be the buzz word. The I 

choose xour client’ to be it, the I decided to 

change the font type to wolkhov which is a 

serif font, following by smaller infos texts 

that have the same font but in italic styles. I 

thing pairing typefonts are also challenging 

because you have to make two things work.

The lead coverline is one of the most 

important feature that decide whether or 

not the magazine would be efectively 

attracted to the audiences. I made it in a 

signifcantly larger font size compare to the 

other ones so it would be outstanding as 

well as encouraging the readers to see what 

is the intention of the magazine. I used the 

same typeface as the previous coverline 

which is still working very well with other 

fonts that are included. Also, I’ve used lots 

of contrast throughout the process, too.

This step is mainly to adding any fnal touch 

that decide is it a magazine or not. I had 

included the barcode at the same spot like 

insperation cover which is usually a normal 

magazine should have. I also mimic the thin 

line on the left hand side to make the overall 

looks more aesthetic by using the same 

colour as that photography. I really like how 

the front cover has turned out © simple, 

elegant and professionally made! This is 

exactly what I’ve expected before doing this 

exercise. This will be helpful in the future.
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Exercise 2 [26] Exercise product
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SALLY TRAN
PRODUCTION [65] Photoshoot Timeline

Photoshoot Timeline

Moi da,e28eJuihe2021

time activities

12:30e-e1:00pm

11:30dm

12:00pm

1:00e-e1:30pm

1:30e-e1:45pm

1:45e-e3:00pm

3:00e-e3:30pm

3:30e-e4:00pm

4:00e-e4:30pm

4:30e-e5:00pm

5:00e-e5:30pm

5:30e-e6:30pm

6:30e-e7:00pm

7:00e-e7:30pm

7:30e-e7:45pm

7:45e-e8:30pm

8:30e-e9:00pm

9:30pm

cd cte the rdnie(vlnih)efromemaetomhe oeSuiitnihei d noi

mhh eupewn teAlnched eSuiitnihei d noie thiegoe oeCBDe

itoo niged eMhlbouriheChi rdl

itoo niged eS d heRnbrdra

wdlke oeBlockeArcd hedi e dknigepto oiedloige thewda

itoo niged eBlockeArcd he(o threArcd hie ooenfepoiinblh)

i rhh epto ogrdptae(itoo nigerdi omepto oieoie thei rhh )

brhdke-etdvnigeiidckieore rniki

wdlke oe�v|edi e dknigepto oiedloige thewda

itoo niged e�v|

i rhh epto ogrdptae(itoo nigerdi omepto oieoie thei rhh )

brhdkefore niihr

 dknigepublnce rdiipor ie oeFlni hreS rhh ei d noi

cd cte the rdme oeDockldi i

itoo niged eDockldi i

bdcke oeSou thrieCroiiei d noie oecd cte the rdnie

finite the da

itoo niged eFlni hreS rhh ei d noi
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SALLY TRAN
PRODUCTION [66] Shooting Process

we arrived at Melbcen and started to 

taking photos straight away. There 

were so many people so its a bit harf 

for me to take perfect photos

I then moved to the next location which was 

the �tate �ibraty. This time I decided to use 

and set up my tripod so that I could avoid 

shaky camera and produce clearer images

the Block Arcade was full 

of vintage, 90s vibes so it 

was really interesting

we were walking around to 

experience some street phoyography 

and found an ama�ing ally led to 

Block Arcade called Block Pl

i really enjoy the scenery in here 

because it’s romantic and calming. 

There’re so many things that are 

aesthetically please to take photos of

the weather was very nice that in in which 

not too sunny but doesn’t cloudy at all so 

the process went smoothly for us taking 

pictures outdoor without any disavantage 

in terms on weather. If it’s too bright I 

could still edit them in lightroom

the colours of 

this place is 

extremely 

warm and it’s 

indoor to, so 

it’s a bit hard 

to makes the 

photos in 

neutral tone

we continued 

our day and was 

walking towards 

NGV. We caught 

so many 

spectacular 

buildings and 

tried to capture 

them as much 

as possible
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PRODUCTION [88] Rmalisanioe aed Rmfememen

START

FINAL

alligned the texts middle but it’s not great, 

messed up the whole layout and also did 

not parallel with the texts on the left

moced the the texts to another place but 

still keeping the center allignment

the center allignment didn’t work out so i 

changed it to left allignment, so that it can 

on the same line with the texts under

I didn’t like the rectangle so I got rid of it 

then moced the texts down again, keeping 

the colour and allignment

It looks more appealing and easier to read 

know but the white space on the right still 

bothered me so I added a shape in

changed the colour to brown, matching 

with the heading instead of black to it 

could be stands out more

add the rectangle in to reduce negatice 

space cause it looks too empty� �he shape 

also has the same colour as heading
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Experiment #2 Tyranno builder 
(ACTUAL EVALUATION LATER, THIS IS JUST NOTES + PLEASE READ IMAGE CAPTIONS)  

Note I already made a very very quick test game last monday (in study) just to check out things like 
how to add text and characters. Thus this went very quickly. I also already did the drawings in my 
last experiment around Wednesday afternoon so they were already done and would take up no 
more time. I then put together most of this on Thursday as extension and on Friday (at home 
because I missed class due to a doctor's appointment). It took approximately 1.5 hours.  

You can download it here- https://officersc-
my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/cor0003_officersc_vic_edu_au/Ec-aT7u0DolCl2g7OMsDJ-
MBKkg5D_7DxBM5kDQOec4ikg?e=aSKuLk (extract all then run by clicking the testgame.exe file 
(with the little dinosaur girl icon. If windows tried to block it for unknown publisher, click run 
anyway) 

 
7 - The actual script, as you can see the program uses a drag and drop system that allows users to enter commands in a 

simple way that does not require coding knowledge. 

 
8 - More of my script for the main game, note this does not include the pause menu or start menu as those are 

automatically generated (I only changed the images, not the code).  
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9 - And the rest of it. If you look through these you can see a number of things such as making the text box appear and 
disappear, introducing characters and having them leave, changing backgrounds, starting music, adding dialogue, and 

branching options which are controlled by branching buttons which will lead you to one of the sequences beneath a "label" 
and above a "stop". 

 
10 - The character menu (I called the 'Dr Phil' character 'Hee' officially in the game files) which allows me to create a sprite 

that can enter and leave scenes and easily switch between a bank of available alternate appearances/ expressions.  

 
11 - The game actually runnning to check for bugs. 

Experiment #3 Carrd 
(ACTUAL EVALUATION LATER, THIS IS JUST NOTES + PLEASE READ IMAGE CAPTIONS)  

Started this one a little on Friday, then did some more on Monday (22/03) after uploading my 
authentication images for the first test. I had to put my character on my background in powerpoint 
(then take that as a new image with snipping tool) because Carrd doesn't let you stack images. I then 
finished it off on the 23rd. 

You can access it here- https://ambertestgametime.carrd.co/  

 
12 - The enter button which can be seen on the left to send you to one of the -- #name -- sections as requested. This lets me 
have buttons send the player to different pages and different alternate endings. Each of these --#name-- sections is a page 

break that makes the elements above it become their own page (until another is hit above it). 
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13 - The dialogue text and the menu available to edit things like size, colour, and font. 

 
14 - A closer look at the section break options, a more thorough explanation than already provided can be seen to the left. 

 
15 - The published website being checked for bugs. It can still be edited after publishing so it is easy to fix these and I can 

publish it before it is even near finishing. 

Experiment evaluations 

 

Image from-https://killscreen.tumblr.com/post/139919021904/anatomy-is-a-masterpiece-of-
cassette-tape-horror  

(See above sections for evidence of each experiment, and to access the product of each one)  

EXPERIMENT 1- PROCREATE-  
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This experiment was conducted in Raster art program Procreate using an ipad pro and apple pencil, 
and the evidence of it can be seen above. Through it I aimed to learn to more effectively utilise the 
program as well as practice stylistically and aesthetically what I may want the art in my game to look 
like. I decided early on I would want a more simple style as it would be faster to execute than realism 
and thus I would be able to complete the quantity of art my final piece will need. As well as this I 
decided upon a limited colour pallete inspired by the cover of Emily Carol's 'through the woods' 
which was also greyscale with red- resulting in high contrast that is eye catching and a general 
dullness that is suited to the horror genre (not to mentions the connotations of red with blood and 
danger).  

My specific process used involved using the gloaming brush on a large size to sketch the basic shapes, 
something I found very successful as the large size forced me not to get too bogged down in detail 
and focus on the basic proportions, and the slightly messy/ textured look of the brush made it less 
intimidating than the normal hard round brush I use which looks crisp and thus makes me want to 
be perfectionistic. I then added a layer on top and drew my lines with the HB pencil brush, a slightly 
textured and high opacity brush (so I don't have to worry about each line being a different darkness) 
that it small enough to make details but large enough to fit a cartoon style. Normally I would use this 
brush quite lightly and loosely and then add another layer to use the brush pen (on a small size) to 
get my final, clean, lines. I decided that I enjoyed the slightly grungy look of the textured pencil 
however, finding it fit the horror aesthetic well and helped to add detail and interest despite the 
simple character design, and thus decided to simply clean that second layer up with an eraser and 
drawing over lines again where needed. I then set this line art layer to 'reference', allowing me to 
use the fill ('colour drop') function on another layer wile still using those lines as the fill boundaries. 
Because my brush was textured, unfortunately the fill had a little boarder around the edges where it 
couldn't figure out the shapes, so I went in and cleaned that up with a hard round brush which I 
chose because I made it to always be full opacity (procreate allows customisation of brushes) and 
thus it would match the fill which was also full opacity. I then finally added a small amount of 'noise' 
using the effect menu, giving a static-like texture which I chose as I found the completely flat colour 
odd next to the textured outlines, and this gave a graininess to both and unified the look of the 
image. To make the character's alternate expressions I simply erased her expression and redrew the 
line art for it, the rest was left the same. 

One issue I faced was when exporting the images, originally I exported as pngs and emailed them 
from my ipad to laptop, however this resulted in a dramatic quality drop. I found I could remedy this  
by instead using dropbox as it does not have such a low file size and thus all the detail (such as the 
fine noise effect) is maintained. 

I believe that this trial was valuable and fulfilled my goal of learning more about procreate as 
through it I was able to find some brushes that I really like and will continue to use, I was able to 
practice file management on the procreate home screen (for example putting all character 
expressions together into one folder so they don't get mixed up with everything else and I don't 
have to sift through many images to find one), I utilised many shortcuts such as two finger tap to 
undo and drag colour to fill space, and I used a number of other functions such as the reference 
layer options and the noise effect. Thus I feel my skills have improved and that this trial will assist my 
final piece to be the best it can be. 

 

EXPERIMENT 2 AND 3- TYRANNO BUILDER AND CARRD- 
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Because these two experiments were both texting the same skill of video game construction and 
yielded similar results of a short choose your own adventure game I am evaluating them side by side 
so that I may then choose the better option that I will continue to use in my final piece. Experiment 
two was completed in the program Tyranno Builder on the laptop, and experiment three was 
completed on website builder website Carrd also on my laptop, the results of both are available 
above. For both I decided I would use my procreate character sprites and a quick background I made 
in paint for test purposes to make a game with an opening screen, character dialogue, one branching 
option, one background change, one character expression change, and two different endings. This 
would allow me to ensure that all of these basic functions were easy enough for me to follow as well 
as possible in each program, as they together make up the most basic elements of a choose your 
own adventure visual novel game (talk to characters with interesting dialogue and reactions, make 
choices, get different ending based on choices.)  

The first program I tried was Tyranno Builder, the process for which I will now describe. Based on 
what I learned from the tutorial I watched and took notes on earlier, I created my project, as based 
on the easy interface and intuition I was able to create a character with the character menu and 
import each of their expressions. Once I had also imported and set my background with the 
background function, I continued to drag and drop functions from the left menu like puzzle pieces, 
building my game and what would happen in it. Thus I needed to write no code, as the code is 
already in those pieces, I just organise and choose them based on what they are labelled as ( eg. stop, 
pause, move character, show dialouge, etc.) I was worried it would be too complex for me as these 
pieces still need to be arranged very specifically to work, but I found that based on my knowledge of 
'Scratch', which is a slightly more complex drag and drop program for making games I used as a kid, I 
already knew the basics of how a computer would read and understand the pieces. My biggest 
problem was getting the branching options to work, as it involves many steps that are not obvious to 
a new user (Add two 'branching buttons' and two 'labels', set the branching buttons to transport the 
code to the label, but dialogue and whatever beneath the label, put a 'stop' or it will then just move 
on to the other option even though you didn't choose it). Luckily, there was plenty of tutorials online 
and with their help I was able to figure out what was wrong with my program and fix it. In the end I 
really liked this program and found the results to be very polished, with proper text boxes, music 
options, and animations to introduce characters and change expressions. It was confusing at first, 
but I quickly adapted. 

The second program was Carrd, which is actually a website maker rather than a game maker, and is 
thus very simple and user friendly. The first issue arose when I tried to put a character on the 
background image however, as I realised that images do not stack (a bit like Microsoft word). To get 
around this I stacked them as wanted in PowerPoint then used the snipping tool to take these new 
images. The end result was adequate but also annoying to do since I had to use other programs and 
also would not be able to have any animation (like characters sliding in or out) as the character and 
background are one. On the upside, I found that I was very easily able to create branching outcomes 
using the button options which can be set to send the user to any page (so I could use the buttons to 
move a user through a series of pages like dialogue in a game and change which page they continue 
on to based on their choice.) On the downside the way Carrd works, when editing the site all the 
pages are placed on top of each other and you scroll down to edit different ones. Thus it would 
become VERY long and confusing for a game of any reasonable length and all outcomes have to be 
awkwardly stacked. When it came to actually testing the site I found I preferred the way Carrd 
looked aesthetically due to it's more numerous font and button shape (etc.) options, HOWEVER this 
fell through  when I actually started to play. While it was fully functional, every new page I went to 
(so every new line of dialouge or expression or background change) would have to reload the page, 
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and while this was quite fast, it took a couple of extra seconds for the image to load in. I found this 
really disorienting and immersion breaking, and it was at this point I decided that Tyranno Builder 
was certainly the ideal option as even though Carrd technically worked it just wasn't intended for 
games. 

In the end I believe that these trials were successful as I am now far less intimidated by Tyranno 
Builder, which I at first felt I needed a backup for in the form of Carrd as I was scared it would be too 
complex, and I am certain that Carrd will not work as well as I may have predicted and that I will not 
use it. As well as this I have honed my skills in Tyranno Builder as I worked through my initial 
confusion at some things like the branching buttons and now understand them and will be able to 
use them without having to take up valuable time looking up tutorials or trying trial and error. Thus 
they helped me both in certainty and in skill so I will be more confident when creating my final 
product.  
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8 - From left to right- Dave, Clifford, Omera, Dara, Eirnin, Blanche, and ??? 
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Story board/ Mock-ups 
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Image 1 is what the game opens to, which will fade out into the forest if the player chooses new 
game or switch to a menu if they select load, image 2 is a basic idea of what the player will see when 
talking to Dave (although his sprite/ expression will change over the constant background as well). 
Note when characters enter a scene they will slide in from the side, when they change expression 
they will fade from one image to the next, and when they discorporate they will fade out in place. 
Image three is the menu that is accessible at any time, all sub-menus will use the same 
layout/fonts/background. 
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Image 1 is a basic idea of what the player will see when talking to Clifford, also minus some variation 
in expression and the props of the necklaces he will hold near the end of the kind route. Note the 
use of mid shot as the game is first person/ from the protagonist's eyes and thus this kind of shot 
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feels the most natural, as they don't seem to be standing too close or too far for a normal 
conversation. Image 2 is a basic idea of what will be seen when talking to Omera, specifically near 
the end of the mean route as the player freezes, this white ice overlay in the corners will not be 
visible at other times before slowly fading in as they get colder. Image 3 is a basic idea of what will 
be seen when talking to Dara, specifically in an expression variation that is individual to her, 
randomly she will appear for a split second to have been stabbed, calling back to her method of 
death and adding to the horror. Most of the time these knives will not be visible and she will look 
like she does in her design. 
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The audience of my product will be 15 to 17 year olds that enjoy superhero and vigilante fiction. Much of 
the entertainment they consume is about superheroes and vigilantes, especially those in or adapted from 
comic-books, and they spend most of their leisure time consuming it, especially in films, comics and 
television. They are very drawn to the concept of superheroes and are the type of people to buy a lot of 
superhero-based merchandise. They have often imagined what it would be like to be a superhero 
themselves. Due to the saturated market of superhero properties in mainstream narrative media, they are 
always looking for unique interpretations, retellings and concepts of superhero narratives so to maintain 
their interest in the genre. This especially includes subversions of conventional superhero films. 
Conventional superhero films belong in the action genre, involving large, high-tension set pieces, clearly 
defined heroes and villains and a mostly serious tone. Superhero action films also generally aim for broad 
marketability to maximise the potential box office revenue, aiming for a rating that doesn’t restrict certain 
age groups from viewing the product in cinemas. Some conventional superhero films that this audience 
would enjoy include Man of Steel (2013, dir. Zack Snyder) and Avengers (2012, Joss Whedon). Appealing 
to their want for unique superhero narratives, my audience would be drawn to superhero films that use 
very graphic violence or a comedic style, two qualities that are atypical of superhero narratives.

Audience Statement

MACKENZIE BLISS

For my product, I’m going to make a live action comedy short film. As a comedic product, my film will be 
serving primarily to captivate and entertain the audience with humour. My film aims to mock the idea of 
comic-inspired vigilantes in real life through its comedic narrative, with a thematic focus on vigilantism 
and its morality, while also exploring the idea of fiction inspiring real life. I intend to use the comedic 
genre to fulfil this aim, helping to construct the satirical portrayal of this vigilantism. I will use style to 
help construct this genre, taking primary inspiration from products of the same genre.

Intention Statement
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Production: Day 4
Day 4’s filming took place in my house. We 
began with scene 1, filming in my bedroom. I 
had previously decorated/arranged the room 
as described in the script, while making sure 
to stick to my intended colour palette as 
much as possible. With both scene 1 and 2, I 
rehearsed the entire scene’s actions with Dan 
all in one, as they consisted primarily of long 
singular takes. The lighting setup for scene 1 
didn’t stray significantly from the original 
intention. The only change was the use of a 
reflector instead of a diffuser. Instead of 
attaching a diffuser to a light, I placed an LED 
light against a silver reflector to brighten the 
scene while still mimicking the soft shadows 
of a lamp.

MACKENZIE BLISS
Production: Day 3
I was able to achieve shot 13 exactly as intended, 
with the obvious exception of the general lighting 
change of the scene. To achieve the high angle shot 
with the prime lens’ fixed zoom, I had to raise the 
entire tripod even further than its max height. As the 
tripod is especially flexible with height, this problem 
wasn’t anticipated so I didn’t have anything prepared 
to put the tripod on. I used three relatively even logs 
that we found on location to prop up the tripod. The 
slightly varying dimensions of the logs weren’t an 
issue, as I was able to adjust the exact balance of the 
tripod head manually. The one change I made to this 
shot was the removal of the drunk man’s bleeding 
head. It would’ve been very difficult and messy to 
incorporate fake blood and I felt that it emphasised 
Henry’s physical weakness if the man’s injury was 
minimal, enhancing the scene’s comedic effect.
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Annotated Script

Reference 
production and 
pre-production 
stages in this folio 
for further 
information on 
changes.

Only the shown 
pages involved 
annotations.

MACKENZIE BLISS
Annotated Shot List

Reference production 
and pre-production 
stages in this folio for 
further information on 
changes.
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 Exteme closeups: used to emphasise facial expressions

and create intimacy (the Blair Witch Project)

Codes
Camera techniques 

1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Establishing shot of the setting of the horror (the

Conjuring)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Handheld camera work to disorient audiences 

4. Tracking shots to transport audience into the perspective

of the characters (The Shining)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Point of view shots to foster rapport and transport

audience into akin state of fear (The Shining)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Dolly shot to symbolise someone following the character 

 

 

Colour and Lighing

 

Uplighting used to distort faces and establish mystery

Frankenstein

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the After Life 

The Devil and the Satanic 

Possession and demonic activity 

Ghosts, apparitions and death

The Occult  

Capitalises on disturbed mental states to evoke suspense and

tension. 

Elements of mystery to foster an unsettling, paranoid

atmosphere 

Often works within the confines of the natural world to explore

real, pervasive societal issues 

Explores sanity through the perspective of the main character.

Reality becomes distorted as the main character comes to

question their own sanity- this may present itself in the form of

delusions, hallucinations, perceptual manipulation etc.

(unreliable narrator)

Can combine with other thematic concerns including the

supernatural, murder and conspiracies 

Dramatic string music during intense scenes, shrill and loud-

eg. during supernatural encounters, near death experiences,

jump scares. 

Suspenseful music or silence is used preceding intense

occurrences and jump scares to evoke contrast  

Crescendo music used during slow-burn, suspenseful scenes

Classical/calming/operatic music to provide false respite and

create further suspense during periods of rest

loud screeching and creaking to create suspense

Breathing sounds and whispering to evoke tension before an

intense moment 

Screaming or loud banging during a jump-scare or        

 climactic moment.

Supernatural Horror
Content and themes
Religious Motifs  

Supernatural horrors explores a breach of  physical laws- often

centering on the overlap between the living and the dead. 

examples: The Conjuring, Sinister, Brightburn, The Exorcist 

Psychological Horror 
Contents and themes
Mental health and psycholigical/emotional states 

Examples: Midsommar, The Shining, Hereditary, The Killing of a

Sacred Dear 

Codes
Sound and Music 

Non-diegetic Sound
Adds to the tension of the scene, used as an emphatic and

emotional accessory

1.

2.

3.

4.

Diegetic sound
Used to invite the audience into the world of the narrative and

transport them into the perspective of the characters

1.

2.

3.

HORROR
Narratives intended to frighten, scare or unnerve the audience through its

exploration of the macarbre or the unknown. The genre was initially inspired by the

works of Edgar Allen Poe, Bram Stoker, and Mary Shelley, and functions as a

commentary on supernatural, psychological or gothic material. 
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Codes
Lighting and Colour 

 

Spotlighting used on the main character to expose their

emotion- their surroundings are characterised  by dark and

myserious lighting to imbue scene with suspense

The conjuring 1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The conjuring 2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Portions of the screen are unlit and are used as an entry-way

for monsters/ghosts. This makes the audience constantly on

edge.

The Conjuring 2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harsh lighting to cast shadows which mimic ghostly figures 

Sinister and Nosferatu

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Codes
Lighting and Colour 

 

Cool tones - blue- to imbue the scene with a sombre quality 

The Curse Of La LLorona

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Misty, diffused lighting to create tension and obscure setting -

fear of the unknown

The Haunting of Bly Manor

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chiaroscuro lighting  to cast the characters in shadow and

establish a sense of mystery

IT

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Backlighting to silhouette characters and imbue them with

mystery

The Shape of Water and Psycho

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HORROR
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Conventions
 

1) Secluded Settings 

Used to create tension by rendering the characters more

vulnerable to evil. Horror is established through solitude. Often

involves places encompassed by nature/forestry. 

The Cabin In the Woods

Set in a cabin in the woods- far from civilization

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday the 13th

Set by a secluded lake 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Old, big houses

Capitalises on the history of the home as a source of horror-

often in the form of ghosts and the death of previous owners 

The Amityville Horror 

Set in a large house in which a murder occurred previously 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Haunting of Bly Manor 

Set in a large house rich with history - providing a source for

the many layers of ghosts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inside Number 9 The Harrowing

Set in a gothic English home - full of old relics and easy to get

lost in

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HORROR
Opening Sequences 

1) Establishing setting 

2) Telling the story from the point of view of the primary victim.

This is a form of unreliable narration and fosters a rapport

between the main character and the audience so as to

transport them into an akin state of fear. 

A series of shots that establish the primary setting of the film.

Often staring with the exterior and moving into the interior 

eg. The Baby Monitor Short Film

2) Introduction to character through a subplot or flashback 

eg.  The Conjuring 1 and 2 - which introduces Ed and Lorraine

Warren tackling a side case so as to establish their role in the

film 

3) Starting in the heart of the action 

Eg. Sinsister- Begins with the tape of a family being hung. This

is only contextualised later on the film, thus creating suspense. 

Closing Sequences 

1) Ending with a jump scare / plot-twist to indicate that the evil

has not been contained. Often used for films with sequels to

allow for continuation of the story 

Eg. Insidious 1

2) Circular storyline - ending with the same shot as the

beginning to establish closure and emphasise the journey of

the characters 

eg. Dead of the Night 

Characters

The helpless victim: whether it be a child that is possessed by a

ghost, or a mother plagued by the supernatural- emotionally

vulnerable people

eg. Janet in the Conjuring 2

The Family or the Lover:  the victim often has a supportive

familial/romantic network. These familial bonds may be tested

over the course of the narrative as characters begin to distrust

or question each other.

eg. the Hodgson family in The Conjuring 2 

The Villain: This may be a supernatural figure (demon or ghost)

or a person (murderer)

eg. Valak the Demon in The Conjuring 2

The Hero: this is someone who offers a way out for the victim

(paranormal investigators, an exorcist, a psychologist, a friend) 

 eg. Ed and Lorraine Warren in the Conjuring 2

Miscellaneous conventions

1) Basing the film off a true story - adds to the horror and

establishes realism, Invited the audience into a narrative that

seems more real and possible.
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Ari Aster is a director and film writer who specialises in the genre of horror, specifically psychological horror. 

 

 

Insanity

Ari Aster's two breakthrough films, Hereditary and Midsommar, centre on the motif of insanity. The unreliability of the

narrator and the warped realities presented, render his films all the more horrifying. Insanity is expressed through

hallucinations, breakdowns and mental illness. 

Hereditary                                                       Midsommar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cults

Ari Aster's films centre on the thematic concern of cults. The films culminate in either supernatural or violent Pagan-

inspired ritualistic ceremonies. Unlike the convention of the cult as a locus for evil, Ari Ater's films explore the beauty of the

cult and the sense of community it brings.

 Hereditary                                                       Midsommar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grief 

The two films centre on the thematic trope of grief- combining elements of realism and raw emotion with the more

fictional elements of horror. This softens the contour between fiction and reality and creates an anchor for the audience to

connect with. 

 Hereditary                                                       Midsommar 

 

 

A R I  A S T E R ' S  S T Y L E  A S  A  F I L M

W R I T E R
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PITCH AND FEEDBACK
A  H O R R O R  F I L M  T H A T  C E N T R E S  O N  A  G I R L

W H O  H A S  A W O K E N  T O  F I N D  T H A T  H E R
F A M I L Y  I S  M I S S I N G

The twist will provide a really interesting turning

point. This will work well with the suspense and

provide closure for the audience. (Michelle

Gregorian)

Engaging and layered story line. Things tie

together well. (Chrissy Downes)

Don't make the film too complicated. Ensure

that the meaning does not get lost on the

audience. (Ellie Shwartz) 

Have an idea in mind that justifies why her

mother dies, and why the young girl dies

temporarily as well. Some suggestions include:

her mum wanted to see her again, they both

have a heart disease. Convey this implicitly

within the film. (Alex Oliver)

Feedback - April 30th 

Things that work well 

Critiques/guidance 

Intended changes 

I am going to construct my film to ensure that the

meaning is clear and concise. I have decided to go

with the latter suggestion of a congenital heart

condition to guide my narrative, however, I'll abstain

from specifically stating this in the film. I think it

would be nice to allow people to create their own

theories to better engage with the film. 

Story outline 

A young girl awakes in the night to find that her family is

missing. As she searches her secluded, rural home, the girl

discovers the house to be a locus of the supernatural:

unexplained whispers, footsteps, shadows and moving

furniture etc. 

She is lead outside by a mysterious entity to the forest,

where she becomes lost. Overwhelmed by a crescendo of

sound (whispering, crying, screaming) she lapses into an

abstract sequence: shots of her family, biblical imagery-

foreshadowing/symbolism etc.

The girl wakes to her smiling, yet pained, mother who

leads her back home. She walks into the bedroom to find

her father performing CPR on her own lifeless body. The

chaos of the scene parallels the supernatural occurrences

that occurred during the beginning of the film (e.g.

furniture moved: stool next to her bed where her father is

sitting... and sound: siblings calling her name, crying and

screaming) 

The girl is resuscitated and wakes to hug her father. The

film concludes with a perspective shot of her mother's

shrine in the corner of the room and then a close-up of

the girl smiling (having been briefly reunited with her

mother.)

FILM PROPOSAL
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Colour evaluation

The colour in production was incredibly banal and unstimualting. I

used post-manipulation in premiere pro to create an ominous, red

filter. I really like the way this turned out as a stylised approach to

colour. The red is saturated and consistent and establishes violent

undertones. 

I increased the vibrance and brought out the red in the shadows. I

also Increased the red in the RGB curves function and enhanced the

saturation of the red.

I would, however, like to use red gels in the future to achieve the

colour in production and enhance the red rather in post- rather than

create a filter. This will help to establish a more believable/ authentic

monochromatic scene.

I may also, choose to use blue gels in the living room to create

contrast between the red hallway and the cool living room. This will

create an interesting dichotomy and establish greater suspense for

the audience. 

Lighting evaluation

I believe the back-lighting created a nice crisp silhouette, which

creates shape in the shot. I like the way the light of the torch

bounces of the walls, almost creating a halo around her. I would,

however, diffuse the light source to avoid too harsh a reflection,

which detracts from the subject. 

I also don't like the way the end of the hallway is lit up. I'd therefore

turn the lighting off in the other rooms and ensure the only light

source is the torch. 

P R O D U C T I O N  E X P E R I M E N T  2

Camera techniques evaluation

I found the stabiliser heavy to operate but it worked

incredibly well to smooth the footage. I think I need to

work on my technique of holding the stabiliser to allow

me to sustain the shot for longer. 

The dolly was shaky when going over the floor board.

I've decided to opt against using this piece of

technology for this scene.
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Scene 2

I had to make a few changes to my storyboard for this scene as the weather conditions weren't conducive to the drone flying.

Furthermore, due to the muddiness of the paddock, I wasn't able to use the car as a powerful light source. I used a torch in its

stead - which posed quite a few challenges with lighting. 

Due to these significant changes, I decided to use my storyboard as a general outline for the scene. This flexibility allowed me

more creative liberty to interact with the new conditions. Had I tried to strictly emulate the original storyboard (omitting the

drone shots), I believe this would have created a more contrived and disjointed scene. Moreover, the shots in the storyboard were

quite repetitive when translated onto screen, and so I aimed to incorporate a few variations to retain the engagement of my

audience.

Despite these slight alterations, the overall message and tone of the scene remains the same.

I cut down the paddock shots to create a more concise and engaging scene. This included the removal of shots: 37, 40, 41, 43-46

(some of these shots included the drone shots that were not able to be filmed, others were superfluous shots that I didn't believe

enhanced the scene)

This shot (37) had numerous issues with focusing due to the automatic focus malfunctioning (hence why I omitted it)

Due to the less intense light source (torch), the figure in the background was no longer visible. I therefore decided to remove the

shots with the figure as it became confusing. This includes all of the perspective shots (the figure is circled in red but it is hardly

visible which would lead to confusion should the figure materialise in the following shots. Thus, shots 44, 47, 49, 51 were removed)

Although I really liked the way this shot turned out, I wasn't able to use back-lighting (being a long-shot the person holding the

torch would be visible) and therefore, given the lighting of this shot was incongruent with the other shots, I had to omit it.

E D I T I N G  A N D  S T O R Y B O A R D

C H A N G E S
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.

Shot 92:

Given the torch was used to emulate sun light, I attempted to recreate shot 92 as a closeup (a mid shot would be too difficult as

the more deep depth of field would render the torch visible). However, it was too difficult to maintain the focus as a closeup. I

decided to instead use a continuation of shot 89 to track Angela as she stood up. This approach made the scene more fluent.

Shot 92                                                                    I removed this shot (shot 93) as it disturbed    Shot 94

                                                                                   the flow of the scene.

Rather than cutting straight to shot 95 in the

field, I decided to add this additional shot to

make a match cut transition between

the sequences in the forest and the field.

This made the transition a lot smoother.

                                                                                      Shot 97                                                                         Shot 95

                                                                                     I swapped shots 95 and 97 around as I wanted     This shot was similar to shot 98, 

                                                                                     to create a match cut to shot 98. Shot 96                 allowing me to create a match cut

                                                                                    (the drone shot) was omitted due to the weather   transition to the home.

E D I T I N G  A N D  S T O R Y B O A R D

C H A N G E S
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Music 

All the music was made by Thomas Law, a good friend of mine. We often zoomed to discuss the type of music I had in mind. I also

sent him a list of my inspirations, as well as the script and storyboard. This helped inform the creative decisions during the sound

design process :)

Scene 1 inside 

My approach to the sound throughout the film was to start with the background music and build from there. In scene 1, Thomas

had designed suspenseful music that formed the foundation of the sound.  I then added the banging and slamming of doors, as

well as the ghostly dialogue (recorded separately on location), and the jump-scare sound effects (which were also designed by

Thomas).

For the spoken dialogue, I applied a denoise  effect (premiere pro audio effects) to increase the crispness and quality of the sound.

Furthermore, due to the poor quality of some portions of the audio and background noise, I decided to edit in the footsteps. I used

a combination of the following sound effects licensed under all creative commons and edited them in time with her footsteps. I

also altered the pitch and removed some of the higher frequencies to create a slightly less piercing sound. Note: I did keep in most

of the original audio at a quieter volume as background noise to add depth.

https://freesound.org/people/Mafon2/sounds/377552/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/Rudmer_Rotteveel/sounds/506661/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/rsellick/sounds/545551/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

I also added the sound of wind using a free sound-effect also licensed under creative commons (screen shot above). This helped

create a more layered sound design that really immersed viewers.

Below is a screen shot of my audio timeline for this scene. The middle green recording is the suspenseful music, the green file

below is the wind sound effect. The longer blue file is the original sound and the shorter blue files are elements of dialogue, the

foot steps, jump-scared etc. 

S O U N D
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Scene 2 field

The bridge between the forest and house included no non-diegetic music. Instead I began by adding the sound of thunder and

rain to create a more immersive and suspenseful scene. Furthermore, the scene was filmed in the rain. ( I couldn't use the original

audio as the wind was too violent and decreased the audio quality)

Thunder:

https://freesound.org/people/BlueDelta/sounds/446753/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/bastipictures/sounds/243778/

License:  https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

--> I experimented with volume and pitch to create an ominous and distant thunder sound effect.

Rain:

https://freesound.org/people/idomusics/sounds/518863/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

I then added sound effects of footsteps in the paddock, timing this to her steps:

https://freesound.org/people/mshahen/sounds/559459/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/NachtmahrTV/sounds/553220/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

Finally, I added her dialogue as well as the ghostly dialogue which were both recorded separately. Note: the ghostly dialogue was

edited by Thomas who added, reverb and echo to better distinguish them from Zoey's voice. Furthermore, subtle, more realistic

reverb was added to Zoey's lines in the paddock to better emulate the acoustics of a field outside.

Here is a screen shot of my timeline. The longer green recording is the rain, the shorter recordings are either thunder, dialogue or

footsteps.

Scene 2 Forest 

At this stage, the chase music (created by Thomas) began. I used a  "constant power" audio transition to create a nice transition

from the rain of the paddock to the chase music in this sequence. 

The audio quality in the forest was suffice, and so I didn't have to edit in any footsteps etc. I did, however, add in the sound of

panting which I recorded of myself and increased the pitch of to match Zahra's voice.

The main focus of this scene was editing in the whispers. I recorded these whispers separately and sent a file of them compiled

together to Thomas. I instructed Thomas to add reverb and also alter the direction the whispers were coming from. 

S O U N D
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That way I was able to create the effect that the whispers were coming from all round her. I then added these to the scene,

ensuring the direction of the whispers matched with the direction she was turning in. I created  a crescendo by starting with the

quiet whispers and then building to shouting and screaming. I also added more layers as the scene progressed to increase depth

and feed into the crescendo. In order to end the crescendo abruptly, I used a reverse bang/sucking sound effect designed by

Thomas, which in conjunction with Zoey's scream,  marked the end of the build-up.

I also added a free sound effect of whispering to thicken the crescendo further. I used a volume ramp to gradually increase the

volume of the sound effect. I applied volume ramps to some of the other sound effects, including the chase music and whispering

files from Thomas.

https://www.freesoundslibrary.com/whispering-sounds/

Dream Sequence 

Given this sequence was heavily dependent on sound, I was incredibly focused on the audio.

Firstly, I asked Thomas to create this pulsating, droning sound effect which formed the basis of the sound. This created a really

unsettling, dream-like background noise. 

From there, I added the sound of ocean waves (recorded on location) to accompany the oceanic video. I then added whispering, a

sound-effect licensed under all creative commons (same effect I used in the previous scene). I decreased the volume to ensure it

was a very subtle contribution,

https://www.freesoundslibrary.com/whispering-sounds/

S O U N D
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 I added progressively more sound effects to build up to another crescendo: 

Humming: 

https://freesound.org/people/drotzruhn/sounds/405207/

License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

This recording is fully attributed to Alexandra Drotz Ruhn, no changes were made (aside from layering other sound effects with

it)

Credit: https://freesound.org/people/drotzruhn/

Clock Ticking:

https://freesound.org/people/straget/sounds/405423/

License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

This recording is fully attributed to Samuel Strågefors. The sound effect was cut and reverb was added.

Credit: https://freesound.org/people/straget/

-->I have also provided credit to both of these artists in my credits.

Whispering

https://freesound.org/people/geoneo0/sounds/193811/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/PlumForestPodcast/sounds/517868/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

http://www.mediafire.com/file/laga1b3ki4wggbr/Evil+Whisper+Sound+Effect.mp3/file

I cut and overlapped the whispers so that they built up to a crescendo. 

Thunder:

https://freesound.org/people/BlueDelta/sounds/446753/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

https://freesound.org/people/bastipictures/sounds/243778/

License: https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

--> I experimented with volume and pitch to create an ominous and distant thunder sound effect.

Candle Extinguishing: 

https://freesound.org/people/14GPanskaLetko_Dominik/sounds/419290/

License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

Credit: https://freesound.org/people/14GPanskaLetko_Dominik/

I also added recordings of Zahra and Dris mourning the death of Angela. I added reverb and echo to create a dream-like quality.

These recordings narrated the death of Angela and built up to Zahra yelling "Mum! Mum! Nooo!" I finally used the same reverse

bang/sucking sound to conclude the dream sequence. This worked in conjunction with the extinguishing candle.

For all of the recordings including the droning, the thunder, the whispers and Zahra screaming, I used sound ramps to create a

gradual increase in volume.

S O U N D
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Media Pitch 
 

Media Production Development – the Pitch 
  

Concept   
 
 
 What is your idea/story?  

- My idea for the short film is to explore a coming of age film with two or three younger 
actors. Exploring the themes of independence and adventure, exploring around their 
neighbourhood → with a twist.  

- I also want to use Landscape as a predominant character within the film (long defining 
shots of scenery or natural landscapes)  

 
Where did this come from? (Inspiration) 
 

- I drew on many different media texts as inspiration for my short film, such as the short 
film The slapper which used a re-occurring theme of children being used as a beaken of 
rising tension in the plot. For example, the main protagonists Taylah’s struggle to buy a 
morning after pill, made more difficult by her daughters’ presence. I also drew inspiration 
from Wes Anderson and his convention of using children who play characters that think 
and behave like mature and educated adults, for example the two 12-year-old characters 
Suzy and Sam in Moonrise Kingdom who we see run away and  from their dysfunctional 
home lives and develop a strong bond which is compared to their parents broken 
marriages.  

 
Intention 
 
 What are you hoping to achieve? 

- I am hoping to achieve a media product that is entertaining but also nostalgic to the 
audience of their own childhood. Alike some of the products that I researched, engage the 
audience to think about the responsibility that young people have, and if more credit and 
independence should be given to young people.  

 
Audience 
 
 Who/what/why? 

- My audience would be appealing specially to young people aged in their later teens and 
early 20s. As it portrays to the audience a sense of more nostalgia which is obviously far 
more recent in the past decade or so,  and allows for them to reflect on their own 
memories, that are still recent enough to have a solid memory of.  But to appeal to this 
audience obviously include some more mature themes.  

- However, this film can appeal to all age groups on top of the primary audience, being 
younger or older than the intended audience.  
 

 
Genre/Style 
The genre of the film would be a drama-coming of age film,   
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 What do you want your film to look/sound like? 
- Using the possibility of filming using B&W throughout the film, or in smaller sections.  

 
Considerations for filming? 
 
Actors? Settings/Locations? Challenging techniques/processes? Ethical/Safety concerns? 
 

- I have incorporated using actors in my family who have experience acting as they fit the 
descriptions of the characters for the narrative I want to present.  

- I have also scouted a few locations, many around my local areas (uncertainty of COVID) 
such as → this Elsternwick golf course and the flood water drain.  

- One technique that I would like to incorporate which I have explored in multiple texts is 
the shaky hand camera movement → something I want to experiment with further. 
Another technique is   

 
 

 

   

 

Survey Results:  
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MIRA  
(thinking) but I need to 
find one… 

 

 
 

 

FLORA  
Sol come on can we go 
already. I’m so bored 

MIRA  
Yeah Sol, I’m sooo bored 

 

 
 

 

 
 

4. EXT – WALKING IN PARK  

 
 

Mira is walking ahead of the others on a path 
in the park, contemplating what she is going as 
Sol and Flora engage in a conversation without 
her, as Mira bumps into their discussion to 
further question them.  

MIRA 
Do you guys think we can 
get a pet by this weekend? 

 
 

 

MIRA  
(excitedly) because Monday 
is bring your own pet to 
school day 

(Sol and Flora exchange a concerned look) 

This first section of Scene 4 was cut due to 
it again being not necessary for the story 
due to earlier scenes and the new addition 
of a voice-over. While it was filmed it was 
decided to be scrapped.  

 

 

 

This later part was not included as Sol and 
Flora do not have the idea for tadpoles 
anymore as the tadpole narrative is not in 
the film anymore due to weather 
conditions that have been further 
explained in my journal.  
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7. EXT. – WALKING TO SCHOOL/WETLANDS 

  
 

Camera shots cut between both scenes to give 
the audience the impression that the two scenes 
are occurring the same length of time while in 
reality Mira’s journey is 10 mins compared to 
Sol and Flora who would take hours  

  

 MIRA  
(sets of on her journey to 
school carrying a paper 
mâché dog to school – 
looking underwhelmed and 
tired from making the dog)  

 

SOL & FLORA    
(jump on their bikes as 
they rush also in school 
uniform to the wetlands to 
collect tadpoles for their 
sister) 

The camera follows Sol and Flora riding their 
bikes in a hurry, while Mira approaches the 
school and the head of her paper mâché dog 
falls off. As Mira has arrived at school, Sol 
and Flora hand the tadpole jar to Mira.                                      

 

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

As already indicated the tadpoles are 
not present anymore – therefore this 
scene was changed to Mira and her 
paper Mache dog being effective and 
working instead of breaking. 
Therefor, Sol and Flora did not 
collect or hand over any tadpoles in 
the scene.  
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Scene Three: 
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Scene Three Annotations 

Shots 1-4 = were kept the same expect they were moved earlier onwards in Scene One for the 
editing as it made more sense in the progress and direction of the narrative. However, the shots 
were all the same – just taking place earlier.  
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➔ Great framing of shots 
➔ Really effective story telling even without the voiceover 
 

 
- Dip to black after crying scene  
- Sound-grab of “why don’t we have a pet?” During her finding a pet 

 
 
 
Feedback from Ms Robertson Email  

- I think you can still cut your film down a little bit more (to be in the 4:30-5:00 min range). 
The following suggestions will help that. 

- The opening is so adorable 
- I know you love that walking away shot, but I think it can be cut slightly shorter. Considering 

cutting at either 1:25 or 1:26 (on one of those beats) 
- Not a time saving thing, but the next shot (of Mirra holding the book) – can you do a subtle 

zoom in during that shot? I think it will be nice after the walk away shot.  
- I actually don’t think you need both of the voice overs from Flora at the start (“then, Mirra 

decided she should do some research” and “everywhere she looked, she could see the pets 
that weren’t hers”) <- one of them will be enough. I think keep the first one, with the 
(zoom?) shot of Mirra with the book, but cut the second one (linked to note below).  

- Cut the shot of Mirra on the swing from 1:45-1:49. You’ve got it repeated in there a few 
shots later, so you don’t need both. Also, by cutting the first one, you see her seeing all the 
animals around her while she’s doing things… and then she resigns herself to sitting and 
watching, so it makes sense to cut the first one but leave the second. This means Flora’s 
second voiceover will be cut, but I think that’s fine – I think it’s clear enough to the audience 
without it.  

- Great choice of soundbites, and placement of them!! 
- Cut the shots in her building section– they’re still too long. I’m speaking specifically about 

the shots from 4:14-4:32 (the first part is good!). We don’t need to watch her put glue on 
the dog for that long… also you want to the rhythm of the piece to speed up there anyway, 
because it’s essentially the climax. So don’t cut full shots, just make each shot shorter 
(they’re very nice shots). 

- Move the “she called it sprinkes” VO to the moment between finishing the gluing and them 
walking to school – make that voiceover part of the transition between the climax and 
resolution, and have it finish JUST before the finished Sprinkes comes into view in the first 
walking shot.  

 

How I implemented this feedback? 

Feedback from Ms Robertson and classmates as well as family members were crucial in the post-
production periods as it created a second alternate option to something that I had become so 
accustomed to seeing.  

The key feedback the I initially implemented was the cutting down of many shots that just dragged 
on particularly from Scene four and onwards. This meant that I had cut over a minute alone. I also 
incorporated creating a cut to black effect after the shot of Mira crying. At this point the film was 
just over 5 mins long.  
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With additional feedback I incorporated the use of getting small parts of audio from Scenes 1,2 and 
3 and adding them to the montage of Mira trying to find a pet. I also cut the scene shorter where 
Mira and Flora are walking off the nets, while I do like the aesthetic it was to disengage for audience 
members. I also cut the first shot of Mira swinging in the pet montage and cut further footage of 
Mira making a pet.  

I researched how to use the zoom effect for the shot of Mira reading which I included. As well as 
delaying the “she called it Sprinkles” V/O.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-Production Editing Methods: 
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SSaadd  MMoommeennttss  
When there is a moment of 
significant hardship, 
failer, fight and change 
within the films the 
colours become muted, dark 
and blunt.
The warm colours of reds, 
oranges indicate the 
emotion of anger and 
hostility.This is shown in 
the Incredibles when he is 
fighting, bright reds and 
flames surround him. The 
colours of blue often are 
described as calm 
especially shown in 
ratatouille however the 
harsh, off blue and grey 
tones indicates sadness, 
failure or defeat.
The greens indicate an 
uneasy, untrustworthy 
feeling of disgust and 
dislike. The off-green 
tone also indicates a 
negative interest and a 
significant change in the 
narrative. 

ALICE HUXTABLE

The Audience 
Young Adults who feel detached with the wonder and interest 

they once felt as a child, miss the innocents within children 

mindset and curiosity. Evoking childlike curiosity and 

emotions. This also could appeal to a children, however they 

don't have a develop understanding of what the social pressures 

feel like. Children might also not understand or emotionally 

connect to the innosense and heartwarming concept of the film, 

they would be visually entertained but not emotionally moved 

like adults would be. The concept appeals to those who are 

concerned being an adult within losing our childlike desires 

within our everyday representative life and social pressures. 

What are they going to get? Emotion? What engages them? 

Resolution of the film, telling the message of ..
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Emotional Beat Graphs
Throughout my research, i have noticed my inspiration has a 
very similar structure and story beats, to my own work.I 
mapped out the the emotional and climax structure for each. 
I focused on the main narrative products that have the most 
influence. I wanted to see how each structured varys from 
one another and what i could change or add to my own work. 
I also wanted to understand the cause and effect for each 
product.How each event leads up to the climax, and how is 
shown/produced? i started to map out my own work than did 
the same technique to the other narrative products.

ALICE HUXTABLE
The Beginning
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First attempt Second attempt The first scenes i did that had 
character design within the 
scene, was the child and the 
mother out the front of the 
house, with the mother picking up 
the child. Due to the software 
and skill the movement is very 
stilted and broken up. The first 
attempt of the character design 
looked creepy and untatural. The 
use of the pen tool to create 
details was too much creating 
dark circle and spots, making the 
scena darker. The thick pen also 
enhanced the dark colour, 
contrasting with the yellow 
making a unsatisfying colour 
combination. The relationship 
between the son and mother didn't 
work either, they had two 
different character design styles 
creating a separation between the 
two and the surrounding 
landscape.  

One of the first frames i 
did was the front of the 
house. some feedback i 
received in class, was they 
felt that the house looked 
like it was floating. I 
didn't see this issue when 
drawing the scene but agreed 
with the commnet. I added 
the neighbours side walls 
and trees to fix this issue  

First animated scene

ALICE HUXTABLE
My Narrative Structure and Emotional Beat 

Graph 
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With some feedback i got from 
my class, they felt that some 
scenes was confusing and was 
unsure if the man was still 
in the same position as 
before due to having no 
detail around him. To fix 
this issue i added a 
bookshelf behind him, 
indicating he is at his desk 
at work, to created a clear 
idea of the location he is in

ALICE HUXTABLE
SShhoocckkeedd  cchhaarraacctteerr  ddeessiiggnn  ffoorr  oollddeerr  ssoonn
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Final Design of House 

ALICE HUXTABLE
Facial expressions 

To further express the 
feeling of the 
character, i used my 
previous research of 
using facial 
expressions within 
films. I found it 
difficult to make a 
seamless and smooth 
reaction. however to 
make it perfect i 
would have to draw 
every seconds of 
movement starting from 
looking down, into 
shock then happiness. 
This is a time 
consuming process that 
i don’t have. But i 
feel the stilted style 
works and it 
consistent throughout 
the film. I also used 
a model to correctly  
position the hands and 
posture of the body
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Top Screen 2022 – Sam Huybers                  Media Folio
  

MEDIA PRODUCTION DESIGN (ANNOTATED) 
Intention, Audience, Style and Genre  

INTENTION 
My film seeks to delve into the pressures of growing up that is placed on teens heading into 
adulthood – tackling the issue that childhood is increasingly seen as something that must be 
disassociated from yourself to ‘succeed’ as an adult and in life in general, when in reality, 
adulthood is the capacity for child-like fun while still accepting responsibilities.  
I would like the audience to consider what adulthood and success means to them, is this 
different from what they thought as a kid and if so, is this a good thing?  
I am making this product in an attempt to display the philosophy of adulthood from the ignorant 
perspective of a seventeen-year-old, terrified of losing his childhood and unprepared for what 
comes ahead. I am making a relatable and comforting expression of my childish nature 
expressing the fear adulthood dwells on everyone. 
My film is heavily inspired by the films Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World and Fantastic Mr Fox. 
Scott Pilgrim, for its portrayal of Scott, a nerdy 23-year-old naive and childish in every aspect 
of his life (his interests, love life and morals) as he learns how to accept himself having 
reconciled the past. Mr Fox, for its family-friendly approach in dealing with the mid-life crisis 
of Mr Fox as he desperately attempts to reconnect with his past as a wild animal. Both these 
plots delve into similar topics to mine, the reluctance to act your age. 
My production experiments merely strengthened my ability into the visual style of my film, 
with quick-paced cuts and zooms reflecting my protagonist's childish lack of concentration and 
racing mind. 
My film relies on heavy visual symbolism in reflecting the childhood of the protagonist taking 
over him. This symbolism comes in the form of video games being a symbol of his child self. 
As video games are an activity associated with kids enjoyment, the use of games as a visual 
representation of 'too much of a good thing' fuels the negative stereotypes video gaming has 
on the minds of children. The symbolism initially starting small with minor retro game sounds 
and visual gags as pixel animation being displayed within the world of the protagonist, 
however, this turning sour as the protagonist attempts to grow up, leaving the amalgamation of 
his child experience as a pixel mirror of the protagonist attempting to consume and stop him 
growing up, as this would 'kill' his childish spark, what makes him unique. 
My film is not planning on using any copyrighted material; however, it will attempt to parody 
certain videogame characters, sounds, actions and locations as a legal process to parody the 
iconic video games that shaped my protagonist (and my) childhood. 
By the end of the film, my audience should feel that growing up isn’t such a sad and scary 
change from childhood, and aspects that make you unique as a kid doesn’t got away when 
you’re an adult, this is a happy and relieving ending. 

AUDIENCE 
My primary demographic is boys, as males made up 59% of gamers in 20205 more likely 
relating to the video game aspects of the aesthetic, aged 15-18, as the film symbolises this 

 
5 U.S. video gamer gender statistics 2019 | Statista (2021). Available at: 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/232383/gender-split-of-us-computer-and-video-

Commented [SH1]: This isn’t reflected in the final 
product. This was changed as the progression of minor video 
game aspects to major creates a new subplot into the film, 
why is he becoming more and more childish and controlled 
over the film? This would not be explained. Instead, Miles 
features the same amount of video game energy throughout 
as it better portrays Miles as a character before the film 
starts (creating backstory) and reflects Miles’ unchanging 
view of the world until he loses Mips (killing his pixel self) – 
this is when the video game references are put to an 
immediate halt, to reflect Miles finally seeing the world for 
what it really is, without a childish lens. 
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transition this audience goes teenage to adulthood and consequently the loss of childhood. 
There is also a large secondary audience, videogame enthusiasts aged 18-54 being the two 
largest demographic of videogame players in 2019, making 64% of gamers6 (under 18 only 
made up 21%). This age demographic would likely pick up on retro pixel art video games from 
the ‘80s and ‘90s I will be referencing through pixel animation and can relate to the feeling of 
growing up on video games. 
My audience engages with video games. They enjoy the unique visual and audio style of the 
classic 8 and 16-bit consoles creating with such restriction in audio, colour and resolution but 
creating amazing products nonetheless. They would enjoy watching my film as it references 
this visual style and integrates it into the plot, which features many conventions of video games 
too, with each failed job being a level to beat the final boss, an evil version of the protagonist. 
I believe that the audience will be very impressed with my film as I cleverly substitute 
animation for props, effects, and action that I cannot film myself - this leads to a dynamic film 
filled with action in reality and a virtual world created by the mind of the protagonist around 
him. I believe that if I can effectively create the mind with the effects I have in mind the film 
will be so visually spectacular that the referencing of video games and pixel animation won't 
be lost on regular viewers - I believe that the visual style will be entertaining to all. 
 

 
STYLE 

 
Stylistic CAMEL techniques I will incorporate: 
Crash zooms, trucking, quick cuts, jump cuts, montage, colour correction, panning 
Stylistic animation techniques I will incorporate: 
Smudging, pixel, rotoscoping 
Media practitioners with styles I will attempt to incorporate:  
Edgar Wright – I discuss his style later, Wes Anderson – through his 
aesthetic use of symmetrical composition. Wes Anderson, instanced by 
these three shots from the films, The Life Aquatic with Zissou (2004), The 
Darjeeling Limited (2007) and The Royal Tenenbaums (2001) shows his 
excessive use of symmetry in scenes, especially featuring actors. This is an 
aesthetic choice I really admire as it puts creates emphasis in an ‘arsty’ 
way, which feels staged and deliberate – which I believe is more interesting 
than using asymmetrical ‘dynamism’. 
I do believe that those well versed in the gaming culture certainly will have 
an aspect of higher enjoyment finding references to video games and styles 

 

gamers/#:~:text=The%20statistic%20shows%20the%20gender,increase%20over%20the%20previous%20year.&

text=The%20global%20gaming%20industry%20has,fast%20pace%20in%20recent%20years. (Accessed: 28 

May 2021). 
 
6 U.S. average age of video gamers 2019 | Statista (2021). Available at: 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/189582/age-of-us-video-game-players-since-2010/ (Accessed: 28 May 2021). 
 

The Life Aquatic with Zissou (2004), 
The Darjeeling Limited (2007) and 
The Royal Tenenbaums (2001) 

Commented [SH2]: This secondary audience definitely still 
exists, however at an even smaller scale than I had originally 
planned. There is very little actual direct reference to retro 
video games (there only being Wolfenstein 3D/DOOM and 
The Legend of Zelda). This is good as the less the film relies 
on reference comedy the more accessible to the primary 
audience it becomes.  

Commented [SH3]: Although the film features a video 
game protagonist the film certainly does not have to be 
enjoyed by video game players specifically. The film was 
changed through minimising unnecessary video game 
animation being added for the sake of reference, in the 
removal of this the video game undertones become weaker 
and thus more accessible to everyone   

Commented [SH4]: Pixel props aren’t really utilised in the 
film. This is to better divide reality and Miles’ imagination – 
sure Miles is affected and reacts to pixel hallucinations; he 
does not however utilise pixel tools to wreak havoc in reality. 
Pixel animation is only applied to Miles as they come purely 
from Miles’ mind and thus only truly affect him 

Commented [SH5]: Although I agree the symmetry of 
Anderson’s film are certainly ‘interesting’ they weren’t highly 
used In my film. They were used in shots parodying the 
‘artsy’ nature, that being the sad scene as Miles walks across 
the beach and the cheesy ending as Miles and Mips rebuild 
their friendship. The smaller use than intended was done to 
value its placement more – the film isn’t intended to be 
‘artsy’ as a whole, so shouldn’t be confined into a visual style 
that has connotations of such  
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however the film just looks like a video game, you don't necessarily need 
to be familiar with those games to enjoy the style.  
My film will have sounds and visuals inspired by retro videogames of the 
'80s and '90s. Arcade machines and home consoles such as the Nintendo 
Entertainment System (NES), Sega Genesis and Super Nintendo 
Entertainment System (SNES). This should create a sense of nostalgia for 
the gaming audience as this style is so iconic videogames still being 
produced today within the indie scene.  
CAMELS-wise, the film is stylistically most inspired by the films of Edgar 
Wright, specifically Scott Pilgrim Vs the World once again. This film's use 
of camera, sound and editing are all majorly inspirational for me as the 
films pop culture context also merges with mine. Examples of CAMEL 
denotations that have been inspired into my film come from instances of 
the code editing additions of words and visual effects and the general 
camera crash zooms present throughout the film, this was especially 
exaggerated in the scene where Knives meets Ramona for the first time. 
The crash zoom style was confirmed within the production experiment, and 
I am now very confident in using them within my film, this being a very 
important visual tool for showing audiences particular parts of the frame in 
a comedic and dramatic way. 
 

GENRE 
My film features comedy, sci-fi and drama themes, but all funder under the ‘dramedy’ genre, 
with heavy aspects of the ‘coming of age’ genre. This genre mash-up was heavily discussed 
within my research of the films Scott Pilgrim Vs. the World and Fantastic Mr Fox. 
Scott Pilgrim Vs. the World uses comedy and drama to exaggerate Scott’s coming of age story 
of embracing and apologising for his past self in order to develop as a person and successfully 
date the girl of his dreams. Fantastic Mr Fox uses comedy to explore the tension between Mr 
Fox’s civilised and wild attitude with the coming of age teaching him to care for his family and 
friends. 
The use of comedy is important in maintaining viewer engagement and enjoyment; however, 
it must be used carefully as to not sour the message of the film, which is brought through the 
use of a successful coming of age narrative, enhanced but not dependant on the comedy. 
The sci-fi undertones aren’t nearly as clear as my other genres, but it is necessary in the plot of 
my film. My film’s antagonist, being an evil clone/doppelganger is an aspect of horror, sci-fi 
and fantasy. My film uses this convention to appeal to the audience, as they can comprehend 
the literary use of the character as a metaphor rather than a literal reincarnation of Miles. As it 
is used in other media (such as Scott Pilgrim, video games, etc.) this character and plot should 
be accessible and understandable to the audience.  

 
 
 
 

Examples of Editing in the film 

Crash zoom is actually exaggerated 
through the use of editing once again, 
with the addition of ‘action lines’ 

Commented [SH6]: My film definitely features many 
sound effects akin to this era of gaming, however, to make 
sure I didn’t breach any copyright law all these sounds were 
stock footage and thus weren’t ‘authentic’. This was a 
positive outcome as my film brings across the meanings 
without risking legal limitation 

Commented [SH7]: There were no direct instances of 
onomatopoeic phrases being displayed on screen to 
exaggerate movement. This was done because alongside 
there being no instances where it felt directly appropriate, 
this visual style is more akin to comics than video games and 
making the distinction better reflects Miles’ psyche being 
affected specifically by video games rather than ‘pop culture’  

Commented [SH8]: Due to the literal power Pixel Miles 
has in the film, that being the ability to throw Miles, Pixel 
Miles has become more literal than metaphorical in the film 
– despite it still semantically being a metaphor. This was 
required as for drama to be created Pixel Miles needed to 
have real world consequence, and having him be more 
physical creates a simpler storyline and a genuine threat.  
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Scene Shot # Shot Size Duratio Location Description Inspiration/Reference

1 1 CU 00:00:03 Miles' Room
Camera trucks to the right, passing the back of the laptop following Miles' head as he puts it on his hand out of 
boredom

1 2 MS 00:00:02 Miles' Room
Camera now show computer screen, it is out of focus, the camera focuses on Miles' head as it arcs back into frame 
from the left

1 3 CU 00:00:03 Miles' Room

Shot from the POV of the computer screen. On top of the clip there is a backwards mouse pointer and pop-ups on 
screen - we are seeing from inside the computer screen. Miles is looking shocked at something we cannot see, 
because it is backwards

1 4 FS 00:00:03 Miles' Room
Screen recording of the store webpage with the game there. The image has a huge '95% off' sticker on it. There is a 
digital zoom on the sticker

1 5 CU 00:00:01 Miles' Room Miles grabs wallet

1 6 MS 00:00:04 Miles' Room Miles opens wallet, a pixellated moth flies out, camera pans up a little to follow moth flying

The moth references Navi, the 
fairy mentor from the Legend of 

Zelda - will be visually similar

1 6 MS-CU 00:00:02 Miles' Room
continuing the shot: The camera crash zooms into Miles determined (frowning) face. The words "GROW UP" in a 
pixelated font show up on the left and right sides of Miles

1 7 CU 00:00:01 Miles' Room Grabs myki - Crash zoom

1 8 CU 00:00:01 Miles' Room Grabs keys - Crash zoom

1 9 CU 00:00:01 Miles' Room Grabs mask - Crash zoom

1 10 MS-CU 00:00:02 Miles' Room Crash zoom into door closing

1 11 CU 00:00:01 Train stop Myki on Train Myki detector

1 12 LS 00:00:03 Train stop
Miles waits and train stop. Train passes Miles and transition wipes to the right, with the train, into next shot of Mips' 
house

2 13 FS 00:00:01 Outside Mips' house Miles walks to the front door and opens it without knocking

2 14 MS 00:00:06 Mips' house

Gimbal shot of a POV of Miles walking to Mips' room - Aesthetically looking like Wolfenstein 3D, with the frame 
being altered to have Miles' face and the contents of his pockets. Pixealated hand comes into frame to knock on 
door but the door is opened before he can knock

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=x8o0a5ntxfc

2 15 MS 00:00:03 Mips' room
Camera from behind Mips shows Miles in door frame with arm still up from knocking, "Miles! Thank god you're 
here!" The two walk in.

2 16 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room "I haven't been too good" - Mips is in centre frame

2 16 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room "everything is going to sh-" - Mips teleports to the left of the frame

2 16 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room "you know s-?" - Mips teleports to the right side of the frame

2 16 FS 00:00:01 Mips' room "left m-" - Mips slams on desk

2 16 FS 00:00:01 Mips' room "my c-?" - Mips leans head on wall

2 16 FS 00:00:01 Mips' room "De-" - Mips is holding a cup of water in his hand

2 16 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room "I have nothi-" - Mips has his head in his hands while sitting on his bed

2 16 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room "I am so empty" - Mips is in his original postion of centre frame

2 17 MS 00:00:03 Mips' room Both Miles and Mips are in frame, there is an awkward silence

2 18 MS 00:00:03 Mips' room "mmmmm, ah yeah dude, toooootal bummer... uuuh, oh, can I have some gum?" - Miles is on the left third

2 19 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room "wh-? oh, uh yeah I guess…" - Mips is on the right third

2 20 CU 00:00:02 Mips' room Birds eye view of Miles' open hand with gum stick being placed into. Miles throws stick up

2 21 CU 00:00:01 Mips' room Animated pixel piece of gum floats in slowmo in the air

2 22 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Gum (from out of frame) drops straight into in Miles' mouth

2 23 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room Miles: "Hey Mips, you know everyone, right?" - Over the shoulder of Mips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=FR49ulcC9fo&t=25s

2 24 CU 00:00:04 Mips' room
Mips: "Yeah, pretty much I do" - Extreme focus on Mips' face, background is blurred. "I'm the gum guy" - Camera 
Whip pan follows Mips' look to polaroid wall and pans back as Mips looks to Miles

2 18 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room Miles: "Right! Well, I was wondering best bud-"

2 19 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Mips: "Best?"

2 18 MS 00:00:04 Mips' room Miles: "-dy if you could somehow, maybe, uh, perhaps, like if you had to the opportunity-"

2 19 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Mips looks unimpressed

2 18 MS 00:00:03 Mips' room Miles: "like a slot open... If you... c-could get me another job?"

2 19 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room Mips: "What about all the other jobs I got you?"

2 18 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Miles chuckles nervously

00:00:01
https://www.instagram.com/p/CO

sK7bVJzDR/

2 18 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Miles: "It wasn't my fault?"

2 19 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Mips: Alright

2 18 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Miles smiles

2 19 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room Mips: I have more job, typical office ONE gig. Nothing too, uh...

2 25 FS 00:00:02 Mips' room POV shot as camera pans from Miles head to feet, then back to head

2 19 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Mips: flammable…

2 18 MS 00:00:02 Mips' room Miles blushes embarassed. Miles: "So, when's the job?"

2 19 MS 00:00:01 Mips' room Mips: "you sure you're re-?"

WRITTEN PLANNING DOCUMENT - SHOTLIST, CALL SHEET, 
COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE, SCREENPLAY
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3 18 MS 00:00:01 Outside Mips' house Miles jumps a little bit, but is in a suit now

3 19 MS 00:00:01 Outside Mips' house Mips looks confused. Mips: "Wh-?"

3 26 FS 00:00:02 Outside Mips' house Miles is in the passenger seat. He leans forward into frame

3 19 MS 00:00:02 Outside Mips' house
Mips looks down to keys, camera pans down with him, and pans back up to his face to see he's confused because 
the car is still locked

3 27 FS 00:00:04 Outside Mips' house

As Mips looks up the shot transitions into him looking up from the wheel. The car must now be facing the way he 
was facing in shot 19. Miles leans forward from beind Mips. Miles: "Drive?!". Mips looks to Miles and turns the 
ignition

4 27 FS 00:00:02 Office building exterior The car teleports in front of the building. Mips looks to Miles. Mips: "M-"

4 28 FS 00:00:03 Office building exterior

As Mips looks to Miles the shot cuts to the front of the car. There is no one in the seat. The camera trucks to the 
right to see the door is open. The camera trucks back to the left to see Mips stare out the front of the windshield 
and take a deep breath

5 29 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior
Miles peaks around door. The Camera (on tracks) rolls down the corridor to the end of the office and back to Miles 
at a fast speed. Miles breathes heavily

5 30 MS 00:00:01 Office building interior From inside an office room you see Miles close the door.

5 31 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior Miles walks and looks into the first room

5 32 FS 00:00:01 Office building interior Continuing the truck, like a POV, someone is asleep at their desk

5 31 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior Miles continues to walk down the corridor, he looks into another office

5 32 FS 00:00:01 Office building interior Someone is slamming their head on the desk

5 33 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior Miles keeps walking down the corridor looking into the third office

5 32 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior
Someone is repeatedly typing the letter "A" on the keyborad. The camera continues to truck to the left, with the A's 
continuing throughout into the next office room

5 34 LS 00:00:02 Office building interior Miles stands in the corridor looking into the large office room. He looks confused on where to go, he walks to the left

5 35 FS 00:00:01 Office building interior Miles sits at the desk

5 36 CU 00:00:02 Office building interior Shot of the keyboard with Miles' hands not knowing what to press

5 37 CU 00:00:02 Office building interior POV of keyboard looking at Miles' face

5 35 FS 00:00:01 Office building interior Miles raises one finger to press keyboard

5 38 CU 00:00:01 Office building interior Shot from side of keyboard with finger stopping right before he pressed key

5 35 FS 00:00:01 Office building interior Miles looks up from computer

5 39 FS 00:00:03 Office building interior Miles gets up and coat man is standing in front of him. The coat man kicks/throws Miles out of left frame

5 40 FS 00:00:04 Office building interior Shot on tracks as it rolls towards window as Miles falls backwards through it in slo-mo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=L30fDSDTBeQ&ab_channel=

SteveRamsden

6 41 FS 00:00:02 Alleyway Miles lands on his back in the alleyway

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aKyXZDDuA7I&t=168s&ab_ch
annel=SteveRamsdenSteveRam

sdenVerified

6 42 FS 00:00:02 Alleyway Camera focuses on the back of Miles' head with blurry coat man emerging from side of building

6 43 CU-ECU 00:00:01 Alleyway Sound of clothes hitting floor plays. Miles reacts shocked (Crash zoom)

6 42 FS 00:00:02 Alleyway
Same shot as 42 but now the camera blurs on Miles' head and focuses on Pixel Miles. Pixel Miles: "Heheh, I can't 
let you do that Miles"

6 44 MS 00:00:02 Alleyway POV from Pixel miles looking down on Miles. Miles: "Wha- Who are you?"

6 42 FS 00:00:01 Alleyway Pixel Miles: "Oh Miles…" Pixel Miles picks up Miles

6 45 FS 00:00:01 Alleyway Shot from the side. Miles is in Pixel Miles' hands. Pixel Miles: "I'm you". Miles is thrown out of left frame

6 46 FS 00:00:01 Alleyway Miles flies from the right side of frame to the left in a cartoonish fling

6 47 FS 00:00:02 Alleyway Miles flying back away from camera towards open door car

6 28 FS 00:00:03 Office building exterior
Same shot of front of car with Miles coming through the same open door landing back in the chair. Miles: "DRIVE!". 
Car drives past camera. Pixel Miles chases after car

7 48 MS 00:00:02 Car interior Wide shot, seeing both Miles and Mips on the dashboard. Mips: "So that's it?" https://youtu.be/jRaK_eHLRlE

7 49 MS 00:00:03 Car interior
From dashboard the Camera is angled to Mips. Mips: "You're done? That was your last big try? This is your 
BIGGEST fail yet, 47 seconds!"

7 50 MS 00:00:01 Car interior From backseat. Miles: "It wasn't my f-"

7 51 MS 00:00:01 Car interior Mips (O.S): "It wasn't my fault" Shot shows miles looking into side mirror

7 52 MS 00:00:02 Car interior Mips (O.S): "oh, gimme a BREAK". Shot of side mirror with Pixel Miles slinking underneath car

7 51 MS 00:00:01 Car interior Miles looking concerned. Mips: "Take responsibility for what you're doing Miles" Miles looks up to rear view mirror

7 53 MS 00:00:02 Car interior Mips is in rear view mirror. Mips: "Grow up, you're a child!"

7 49 MS 00:00:01 Car interior Miles: "I AM NOT A CHILD". 

7 54 MS 00:00:02 Car interior Shot from centre of car looking through windshield. Pixel Miles is hit by car

7 49 MS 00:00:01 Car interior Miles and Mips sharply stop

7 55? 00:00:02 - Cut to black

7 49 MS 00:00:10 Car interior

Miles: "Drive me home" Mips: "Get out of my car." Miles: "What?" Mips: "Get out of my car! I do EVERYTHING for 
you, you waltz into my house, you don't comfort me when i'm sad, you just ask for
stuff from me, ask for jobs, gum and now a drive home?! Grow up, go away. Miles gets out of the car.

8 56 FS 00:00:05 Street
Miles closes the car door. The camera tracks as Miles runs down the road to the right while the car drives to the 
left. Miles kneels down next to the corpse of his pixel self
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8 57 CU 00:00:01 Street Pixel Miles' POV. Miles: "How could you do this?"

8 58 CU 00:00:02 Street Miles' POV. Pixel Miles: "I- I'm you, you did this".

8 57 CU 00:00:02 Street Miles looks away is dissapointment

8 58 CU 00:00:02 Street Pixel Miles: "Don't let me die Miles, you'll die"
8 57 CU 00:00:03 Street Miles: "You aren't me. You're a part of me. A, selfish, childish and controlling part of me"
8 58 CU 00:00:01 Street Pixel Miles: "I, I just wanted to have fun"
8 57 CU 00:00:01 Street Miles: "Life isn't all about fun"
8 58 CU 00:00:02 Street Pixel Miles loses resolution and size. Miles (O.S): "Yeah sure…"
8 57 CU 00:00:02 Street Miles: "…being a kid and playing games is great, but there's more to life than just yourself"
8 58 CU 00:00:01 Street Pixel Miles loses more resolution and size. Miles (O.S): "and you know what?"
8 57 CU 00:00:01 Street Miles: "Life is already pretty fun"
8 58 CU 00:00:03 Street Pixel Miles shrinks into a single white pixel. Miles picks it up and regains colour
8 59 FS 00:00:02 Street Miles stands up and puts the pixel in his pocket. When he puts it in he feels something. He pulls out a 5 dollar note.
8 60 CU 00:00:01 Street Miles puts the 5 dollar note in front of the camera
9 61 CU 00:00:01 Store The note transitions into a store. POV of clerk eye level. Cash regsiter bings when Miles smiles. Miles tilts his head down

10 62 CU 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Miles tilts his head back up and he is at Mips' front door
10 63 LS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Back of Miles. Miles knocks on the door and Mips answers. Mips: "What?"
10 64 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Mips' back is on the left third. Miles takes up the rest of the frame from outside the door. Miles: "you wanna go for a walk?"

10 65 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Similar to shot 63 but closer. Mips: "No." He begins to close the door
10 64 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Miles: "nonono wait hold on…"
10 65 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Miles: "I'm sorry"
10 64 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Miles: "I'm sorry for treating you like a side character"
10 65 MS 00:00:02 Mips' house exterior There is a pause. The door opens again. Mips: "What are you saying"
10 64 MS 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Miles: "you aren't the gum guy…"
10 66 CU 00:00:02 Mips' house exterior Similar to montage shot of Mips giving gum to Miles at the start of the film. Birds eye view. Miles: "You're my friend"

10 65 CU 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Mips smiles
10 66 CU 00:00:01 Mips' house exterior Mips takes the gum
10 65 MS 00:00:04 Mips' house exterior Mips closes the door and the two walk out of frame
10 67 LS 00:00:10 Hill The two walk up a hill with the sunset as their dialougue quietly muffles out. After the two walk over the horizon of 
10 67 LS 00:00:10 Hill the hill, the camera pans up a little bit and the credits play, being cut off by the horizon on the hill

TOTAL 251 4m 11s
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Audience statement
The audience for my music video to ‘Candle’ is women typically aged between 17-37. This age bracket, particularly the 
younger generations, is the most prominent age for feminist involvement, specfically protests and vocalisation on social 
media. 

This production is targeted towards women with the interest of female empowerment. This person cares deeply about 
human rights and justice, they vocalise their opinion and belief in equality. They think that the current state of society is 
not acceptable and that we must act now for gender equality. They are interested in attending protests, rallies, forums etc 
about female empowerment. They are passionate about standing up for future generations of women and educating men 
on how they can act so women can feel safe.

This person is highly involved with current affairs and is aware of the current issues surrounding sexism, particularly the 
physical and emotional impact it has on women who experience harassment. The intended audience receives facts and 
data surrounding these issues from trusted news sources as well as a range of opinions on social media to form their 
own opinion and share facts on their page/s to reach people in their own life. 

The target audience needs not have been educated at a high level. Socio-economic factors are also irrelevant in regard 
to targeted audiences. However, they are typically well informed already about this topic. They may have personally 
experienced sexual harassment and therefore care more deeply about the issue, knowing first hand the implications of 
sexism, creating a personal connection with the production. Equally, there may be someone close in their life who they 
believe could be vulnerable to the dangers of threatening men. 36

BEATRICE LANE-SMAILES
Intention statement
I intend to create a music video to the song ‘Candle’ by Australian indie band, ‘Nice biscuit.’ The music video will be centred around the themes of feminism 
and female empowerment. The song is a 6 minute psychedelic, high intensity track that circulates around the discriminatory Salem witch trials, a historical 
event that saw the murder of hundreds of innocent women who were suspected ‘witches’. 

Based on the lyrics to the song, my production will focus on the unjust historical and current sexism in the world. By comparing a historical event to modern 
day, it highlights the long term effects of ongoing sexism against women and how this is a problem that must be addressed now. The music video will 
spotlight women as powerful beings, capable of overcoming prejudice societal views and values.

Specifically, the music video will be a chase scene throughout Melbourne CBD. It will follow a woman leaving a bar alone at night, stalked by a mysterious 
man. This is a scenario most young women face in the real world. Others are afraid of what may happen when they are alone at night, unprotected from who 
may be in the shadows. However, the female protagonist in my music video has full confidence that she is not vulnerable. By using her intelligence, she 
outsmarts the man following her in order to swiftly maneuver an escape.

In wake of recent Australian politics, partciularly the issues around sexism and sexual abuse in parliment, I have felt personally affected by the male 
ignorance to this important issue. I feel that as a young woman, it is my responsibility to vocalise my opinion in a way that inspires passion and courage for 
other women to stand up.

The purpose of this production is to empower women. The issue of sexism has been a continuous battle, but with today’s use of media it is easier to reach 
people with shared experiences. I intend to create a sense of community amongst women and that they are not alone on this issue. Further, with the 
confidence and intelligence of my protagonist, they will witness a role model who is too clever for the foolish antagonist. I will create this by engaging the 
female audience with the point of view of the protagonist. She is a character the audience sympathises and relates with and wants to win the chase. 

As a result from viewing my media production, the audience will feel stronger and forceful. They will relate to the protagonist in their own lives, and after 
seeing how she wins they will be encouraged to raise their voice and feel empowered. This production will be a symbol of hope for women to look forward to 
a future where women are invincible. 

35
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CRITERION 8
ROUGH CUT FEEDBACK - At the start of August, I showed a group of year 12 media students a rough cut of my film and this was their 
feedback:

● The ending could build more by creating faster movement, using more shots, perhaps adding an overlay or doing something stylistically relevant that is dramatic and 
tense.

○ At the end right before the woman knocks out the man, I decided to add a series of green screen videos to show the mans deteriorating state. The original script 
had used the woman as an opaque overlay to the footage using a green screen. This was recorded with school equipment before lockdown. However, I realised 
late into post production (during lockdown) that I didn't have the right shot of the man. I needed a close up of his face, reacting to the woman being defensive. 
To solve this, I asked him to record at home in costume in front of a plain wall. Using the masking tool, I was able to outline his face and place it on a black 
background to creating a floating head effect. This worked well because it helped create a better transition between the overlay shots of the woman whilst also 
adding to the narrative, showing the insanity of the male antagonist. The overall effect of this created a breakdown between the action and the final shots to 
stagger the suspense and drag it out slightly right before it speeds up again, emulating the movement of a rubber band.

● At the part at the end where the man grabs the woman, there is a drum motif. On the first play, the clip is sped up. But the motif is repeated without the same editing 
style. This could be replicated this for consistency, or possibly make it a faster shot to build tension.

○ I emulated this into the narrative and further heightened it by slowing down the shots in between to around 90% speed. This helped dramatise the contrasting 
lighting. It also helped build on creating energy and suspense. With the same drum motif on the third play, I re-introduce animation previously occurring in the 
film where the antagonist is weak. This helps tells the audience that the narrative is coming to a closer. The speed with the drum motif helps to transition to the 
messy animation without appearing too chaotic. However, in order to use these clips the lighting was too dim and I needed to add effects. I used the lighting 
effects tool, selecting omni light, with varying intensity ranging from 15-30. This allowed me to use these clips and maintain the visibility of the acting to engage 
audiences

● There Are 2 clips at the car park scene that appear really awkwardly jagged/wobbly. Could this be altered to appear more natural?
○ Several shots from the car park scene were very warped as a result of the warp stabiliser which looked out of place.
○ There were 2 clips in particular I had this issue with. The first being the woman walking around a pole and up a ramp. To fix this, I selected the part of the two 

clips that worked best together and had the least amount of instability. I used the warp stabiliser which worked better when there was less footage to analyse. 
The size of the clips had been halved which helped the pacing of the narrative, the increased paced heightens to the point where the man reaches the elevator 
and is stopped by the animation. Also, to make this change, I needed to remove 4 bars of the song. There’s a slight change of tempo, it slows down in the 
following clip but this works by reflecting the narrative, at this point the pace is starting to slow down. The overall effect of the pacing of the clips builds tension 
and increases engagement to emphasise the slower paced clips with the animation, heightening the protagonists ‘super powers’.

○

140
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ANIMATION CUT - RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK
1. This cut that I shared was before I polished the sound at the introduction. There were some lines that didn't quite match up (they were recorded from 

lockdown so it was a bit tricky). When I was transcribing the voice of Marlo for this particular line, I missed a word because I couldn't understand what 
she was saying (mic didn't record sound). To fix this, I sped up the part of the clip with the unknown word so that it would be more subtle and go 
unnoticed without looking too mechanical.

2. There is a particular floor surface and pair of shoes that I had in mind for Foley. I recorded them for a previous part of the film but ended up ejecting that 
shot. I just haven't be able to record because whenever I have time, it's been raining and the floor space its my outdoor garden :(

3. Makes much more sense with the clip of Julian horizontally flipped. Creates a better connection between the two isolated shots of the characters, now 
they are 'facing' each other. To solve this I used the horizontal flip effect.

4. I had previously considered adding animation here but thought it would be too overwhelming with the strobe effect. However, now that is has been 
pointed out, I felt inclined to test it. Overall, it worked well as a subtle introduction to the animation style whilst not being too flashy with the strobe 
effect. It appropriately introduces the conflict of the characters and helps to set up the narrative later.

5. Yay, me too :)
6. I tested this to see how it would look/sound. The abrupt dialogue felt somewhat out of place considering there is no other dialogue from the start to the 

end of the song. The audience may think that because there is dialogue, the narrative is coming to an end. However, there is a further 2 minutes of 
content and I don't want the audience to feel like the narrative is dragging. The confrontation wasn't scripted since I didn't originally plan to use audio for 
this clip. The dialogue the actors improvised is obvious that it was more focussed on expression rather than content. Overall, I think the confrontation 
between the 2 males works better without the dialogue as it doesn't disrupt the flow of the narrative.

7. Yay :)
8. This was a fear I had as well. I was hoping that when viewed on a larger screen, the picture would be clearer. To test this, I used HDMI to view from my TV 

but this only made it more difficult to watch with more light hitting the screen. To fix the brightness levels of these several clips, I added the 'lighting 
effects' and toggled the options for 'light 1'. For all of the clips I selected the 'omni' setting of white light which helped brighten the shots. I was then able 
to see the facial expression of the actors better which created a more engaging scene. I intentionally chose to leave one of the scenes (4:39) as it was 
because I liked how the side of the face transitioned to a dark silhouette.

9. Amazing :)
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CRITERION 8
ANIMATION CUT FEEDBACK - On the 18th of August, I showed my media teacher a cut of the film with the added animation (minus the 
title card and SFX mixing) Here were her notes;
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PERSONAL REFLECTION
CRIT 8

IMPACTS OF COVID-19
 

● Voice recording
○ Initially, the sound from the opening sequence (diegetic) was intended to be recorded on a rode mic on location. However, the mic didn't record 

the audio. This meant that when reviewing the footage, I needed to transcribe the improvised script. With the extension of lockdown 6, I 
couldn't meet the girls in person. Instead, I then sent the script and sequence to Marlo and Lara so they could record their parts. This was very 
difficult as not only the words weren't entirely accurate, but the girls couldn't interact with each other and it took many takes to get a scene that 
naturally flowed. Another difficulty was the different environments they recorded in. The room Marlo recorded in sounded a bit 'boomy' 
whereas Lara's room was more dense. I have minimal experience with mixing sound, but I was able to follow a few YouTube tutorials to equalise 
the sounds and also create a realistic street setting. The SFX of street/bar noises as well as footstep Foley helped the scene appear more natural. 
It was really important to me that the opening sequence was engaging, otherwise the narrative would have no appeal to the audience if the first 
clip of sound sounded fake. Overall, I'm really happy with the result of the mix, it emulated a realistic setting to engage the audience with the 
narrative.

● Green screen
○ The first day of filming back in June was filming the green screen with Marlo. I was lucky that I planned my time well since the green screen 

wouldn't be available during lockdown. However, with the last scene of Jules being trapped by Marlo, I realised I needed a close up to show his 
panic. Since we couldn't go to location and didn't have access to a green screen. I got Jules to record himself in costume in front of a blank beige 
wall and aimed to create a 'beige screen'. I attempted the same technique for the green screen (using the ultra key effect), but since Jules had 
the same colour skin as the wall, this didn't work. To solve this, I manually masked his face and created a thick feather (10) to hide how rough 
some of the tracing was. It was very difficult as the colours (black/white) were very contrasting and the beige stuck out really easily. I also put a 
grain effect over the faces to cover up the beige more.
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animate lights as well as the camera during this stage. This has created this cool zoom out effect that makes the audiences feel transcended
into the theatre.
I really focused on the code camera movement and tried to make my audience almost feel apart of the scene. This helps emphasize my fantasy
genre where settings tend to be bizarre yet creatively unique as explored in my research.

As mentioned in my pre-production stage, I’ve utilized the software Blender 2.8 and 2.90 to craft my animation. During the production process, I
found it quite flexible to use as it gave me the option to utilize a three dimensional environment. This means that I’m able to animate lighting
and versatile camera movements.
Since the software is quite flexible, I also found it to be quite complex to navigate and work my way around it. As a quick fix, I’d always refer
back to youtube tutorials. These include:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pywbPQD9vYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILqOWe3zAbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwTtYuwF7qA

I would often look back at my production skill exercises when I find it difficult to animate bodily movements. A specific example when I used the
technique of embedding reference videos whilst animating is during the puppet dance scene.

When drawing, I realised how technical and precise ballet is. I didn't want to portray an unrealistic representation of ballet so I ensured that I
referred to reference clips during this stage. Some of which include ballet performances of Black swan and the Nutcracker. I specifically chose
these performances as they have that sadistic, creepy and plasticy characteristic I aimed for in the beginning of my production. It was important
for me that they screamed that Tim Burton, goth aesthetic. I found it essential to communicate this through the puppet’s body movements.
These are some youtube video links of the reference videos I’ve referred to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6iH3IzGgYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYIHjStEQrk
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I’ve also gathered some feedback from audiences who have a dance background to review this scene. Here are some of the general comments
they’ve provided me with:

“Looks good. I would say that ballet is very technical and its important for you to really demonstrate this pointed toes”
“I would perfect the posture. Make sure her shoulders are leaning back”

PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: 8TH AUGUST- getting feedback from my class of a dance clip. Alot of people found this very
stereotypically ballet like. I think this is very successful as my audiences will immediately be able to read off stereotypes.

In order to solve this, I’ve tried to focus on creating pointed toe formed shapes in order to keep this consistent with the whole ballet technical
theme I’ve built upon. I’ve asked my class for feedback after making these subtle changes. Here are some of their feedback:

“I have zero understanding of technical ballet but that leg lift up at the end looked spot on. Pointed toes too!”
“the dance so far seems pretty good, i liked the lifted leg at the end and it seemed typical for a ballet performance”
“It 100% looks like a ballet dance, the leg up at the end was smooth and beautiful, and her elegant moves are consistent with the idea of

ballet. Very beautiful.”

However, reading further upon this a lot of people also didn’t think the dance reflected the puppets persona. Alot of people had asked for rigid
like movements. To resolve this, I had animated the ballet scene with less keyframes. This will help emphasise that rigid puppet like quality.

PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: 23RD AUGUST- got feedback from my class after they found the puppet clip to smooth in the last
feedback. I’ve generally gotten a lot of improvements.

“This is looking SOOOOOO good. The sound design is spot on. I think the improvement with the ballerina being more jerky really adds to the
creepiness of it all.”
“The puppet scares the living hell out of me. I love the sound effects and the music and I love how “jerky” the puppet is.”

Overall, I’m pleased at how my audiences are able to react with fear from this small scene edit. The jerkiness of the puppet is able to settle that
creepy persona and elevate that gothic creepy childlike feel I aimed for. Here, as I’m able to fixate upon special effects, as my focused code
and convention I’m able to sway my audiences into fear and evoke a creepy, unsettling environment.

iMOVIE
PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: 26TH JULY- used imovie to put together animating clips so it looked cohesive. Aligned this with music too
so they work hand in hand together.
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PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: 5TH AUGUST - due to current circumstances, Victoria has been under lockdown and this has impacted
me accessing the school computer for editing. I have to make do with the softwares I currently have right now and use iMovie to edit my film. I
will use iMovie to combine certain animated scenes I have crafted and see how they look compiled together. This technique will help me see if
my film is fluid and transitions well to each individual shot.

In the post-production stage, I used iMovie to edit my film. I stated before how I aimed to utilize the software adobe premiere pro. I however
don't have access to this during lockdown circumstances. Instead, I have been prompted to use iMovie as it was easily accessible. I have been
familiar with this program so it was extremely quick and easy to manage my way through.

I’ve also worked on the sound design through imovie. I found it alot easier to layer different types of sounds over one another. I helped create a
cohesive effect that made the animation flow smoothly together. The limitation to this however, was that sometimes I was restricted from editing
sounds. For example, in shot #35 where we show Lucy's feared reaction, I animated her hyperventilating. The sound sample of Lucy breathing
was quite slow for my liking so I wanted to speed the audio. iMovie automatically pitched the audio higher when speeding the audio. As a
solution, I had to break each individual breath of the sound sample into separate parts and layer them together to create a fast breathing
sequence.

SOUNDSTRIPE:

PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: SEPTEMBER 13TH- I have some completed animated scenes that are not coloured in yet. However, I
want to see how they will perform alongside some diegetic sound to see if my animation flows. I'm using the website soundstripe as referenced
in my pre-production process. The variety of SPX sound that is available is extremely helpful and allowed me to create a sense of character
with Lucy. The young girl's diegetic sound effect is the perfect pitch for the age I want Lucy to be. The gasps also emphasise her vulnerable
nature and her urging sense for curiosity.

PRODUCTION JOURNAL NOTES: 20TH AUGUST- I have just created 25 seconds worth of the dance scene through using the music from
soundstripe called Drama Dee. I love how I’m able to utilize the code of sound to highlight the quirky, gothic style of my film. The instrumental of
this sound goes hand in hand with the nature of the puppet. Especially as she is seen as the antagonist, the music really compliments this
nature well.

Alot of people were impressed with the sound design as it was able to evoke certain emotions easily. Here are some of the comments I’ve
gotten from how successful the sound implementation was with the survey.

“The sounds and music goes really well with the setting and scene.”
“damn bro but why did that jumpscare at the start actually scare me!! The background music thing is really good, it fits well with the vibe and it’s
all on time as well!!”

I’ve also adapted to some suggestions audiences typically had.
“The only thing I would say is maybe not having the back of the stage completely black, maybe a colour close to black so it isn’t the same as
the background.”
“Stage background and puppet theatre background need to be full black.”

Before After
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FEEDBACK:

1. Do the body proportions of the puppet stay consistently throughout the video?

Mrs Cleland- Yes 100%, the left foot when it comes down to the ground initially looks a
smidge small?

Sharina- yes the proportions stay accurate and even throughout the routine

Felicity- Yes, the body proportions are even right throughout the entire video. The
body movements are very smooth and the body does not look detached from the
puppet.

Maya- Mostly yes, I can see the body shape near her torso change a little bit from in the
beginning to when she is moving more throughout the middle. It’s more curved in the
beginning and more straight while she dances. But overall it is still really smooth.

Leya- It does, the proportions stays constant which is good since you're giving that stiffness
of the joints to indicate that its not entirely flexible.

Jeohan- YES THEY ARE NICE AND CONSISTENT

Ella-Yes, the body proportions stay consistent.

Michaela- Yes the body proportions are continuous throughout the short clip making
it seem more realistic when she is dancing :)))

2. Do you have any critiques about the dance? Does it look technically accurate
to typical ballet performances?

Mrs Cleland- I have zero understanding of technical ballet but that leg lift up at the
end looked spot on. POinted toes too!

Sharina- the dance so far seems pretty good, i liked the lifted leg at the end and it
seemed typical for a ballet performance
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Felicity- the dance is very well portrayed and is executed smoothly through the body
movements. To be technical is there is anything you could add it would be hand
gestures and trying to make the puppets fingers move.

Maya- It 100% looks like a ballet dance, the leg up at the end was smooth and beautiful, and
her elegant moves are consistent with the idea of ballet. Very beautiful. But when she does
the leg up at the end (from doing ballet) I would say bend her bottom leg a bit more, to show
her struggle and how she is trying to be the best she can be while under the pressure of the
puppet master.

Leya- The moves are simple and symbolstic towards ballet, so you did pretty well. As for the
strings of the puppet, you can try to make them a little loose when her leg touches the floor a
little.

Jeohan- I THINK ITS GOOD BUT IF YOU JUST ADDED SOME SMUDGE/ ANIMATION
LINES TO MIMIC MOVEMENT WOULD BE GOOD TOO!

Ella-I mean from my knowledge of ballet, which I got from watching Dance Moms, the
moves look accurate.

Michaela- the only thing I would say is that when going into the kick the supporting
leg should be a bit more bent just to make it seem like more of a position :))) other
than that it looks amazing!!!

3. In what way do you think I could make the puppet look more antagonistic? Or
do you already think the puppet looks antagonistic? If so, what elements
convey this?

Mrs Cleland- Scars a good at this, perhaps here eyebrows could be brought down a bit, or
slanted towards the middle of her forehead to give off a bit more evil vibes. Maybe have her
in black/green colours to emphasise the evil vibes through symbolism.

Sharina- i think her face can be improved a little bit, like making her miss an eye or
something like that. I think the dress might need to be a bit more tattered to make her
seem more old and scary
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Research 
Media Form: Multi Part Documentary comprised of ten 40-minute-long 
episodes.  

Director: Jason Hehir 

Title: The Last Dance 

Date Accessed: 27/04/2021 

Link: https://www.netflix.com/title/80203144 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hehir positions his subject being interviewed along 
the rule of thirds. This is intended to make the shot 
not look busy and it makes it look easy for the 
viewer to see. It makes the shot feel aesthetically 
pleasing for the viewer. 

The code of camera has been used in this shot as it 
is positioned at a medium below eye level shot so 
that the entire subject is shown in the image which 
allows the camera to not only pick up on the 
subject’s answers to the questions but also his 
body language. 

The code of lighting has been used with a high key 
naturalistic lighting in the shot. This helps the 
audience view the subject clearly without any 
shadow referring to any emotions being included. 
The naturalistic lighting is also appropriate to the 
genre of the film being a documentary. The light 
fills the entire shot keeping all parts of the shot in 
full light while not feeling too intrusive. 

Convention of composition is included with the 
background being made not too busy with natural 
lighting coming through the window at the back 
and most of the backdrop being kept the same 
colour. 

Above: Demonstrating how the rule of thirds helps 
make the shot feel clean and uncluttered. 

Hehir utilizes two different camera angles for each 
interview. The second angle is a close up shot of the 
subject. Hehir switches to this angle in the editing 
when the subject says anything of note. This is to 
show that what he is saying has importance to the 
whole overarching story of the documentary or his 
real honest opinions on another person. This allows 
the audience to recognise the significance of what 
he is saying allowing them to identify that it is 
important.  
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The interviewer is positioned to the left of the 
main camera. This is intentional to make the 
subject not talk directly to the camera. Lighting rig 
set up above the subject to mimic the feel of 
natural lighting. This brightens the face of the 
subject as he can be clearly seen in the shot. With 
the subject not talking directly towards the camera 
makes the scene feel more genuine. The light is 
situated behind of the interviewer which 
illuminates the right half of the subject’s face 
which creates a natural looking shadow over the 
left side of his face.  

Interviewer 

Camera 1 Camera 2 

Hehir continues to utilize the rule of thirds 
for all of his interview scenes. The rule of 
thirds is used here to place more 
emphases on the subject. This is used in 
this interview scene to draw the viewers 
attention towards the subject and away 
from the background. 

Clothing choices have also been carefully 
decided in this scene with the subject 
wearing dark blue and navy clothes to 
contrast the pristine white background. 
This contrast helps the subject stand out 
drawing the viewer attention. The choice 
of placing the subject into the white 
pristine surroundings also helps with the 
contrast causing the subject to stand out. 

Hehir’s interview choices and use of rule of thirds is 
something that I would like to try to emulate in my 
documentary. The way that it is used to draw the viewers eye 
and make it clear what the centre of attention should be is 
something that I think could fit perfectly into my 
documentary.  

Overhead 
Light 

Main Camera 

Close Up 
Camera 

Set for interviews is continued with the 
utilization of two distinct separate cameras. An 
overhead light is used to mimic natural lighting 
while making the subjects face more visible for 
the audience to see. A team of roughly 4 people 
is seen manning the different cameras with one 
person working on getting the perfect close ups. 

This sort of a setup is something that I would 
like to try emulating in my research tests with 
getting the perfect lighting and camera 
positioning for a shot. 
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be getting in this location when I am doing my interviews. After doing this with the 
LAV I swapped it out for the Boom Mic. After doing the same process with the boom 
mic I collected my results 

- When facing the road, the Boom Mic with the muffler picked up more noise from the 
cars when compared to the LAV mic. Overall, both of the mic’s did sound pretty good 
however like with the second test it was the LAV which sounded a lot clearer. 

 

Overall Verdict: 

- The LAV mic sounded and worked better in all of the environments which has 
brought me to the conclusion that I will use the LAV mic for this documentary 
instead of the Boom Mic. 

 

Experiment 2: Main Interview Shot 

Intention: For the main shot of my documentary, I need to have a really good-looking 
interview shot. From my research I have learned that pretty much all documentaries utilize 
the rule of thirds for structuring these documentary shots. I plan on using the rule of thirds 
as well to make the interview shot look as professional as possible.  

Equipment: 

- Canon Camera X2 
- SD Cards X2 
- Tripod 
- Studio Light 
- Macbook 
- OBS software 
- USB-C to USB cord 
- Masking Tape 
- Chair 

Locations: 

- Inside of kitchen at house 

Set up: 

- To set up my interview shot test I chose to use the back kitchen area of my house 
which has a big glass window as it is a very similar environment to the location 
where I will be shooting the interviews for my documentary. Using masking tape, I 
set up a 2-meter by 2-meter box from the back window forward which was to be the 
area where I would be shooting my practice footage. Next, I set up a chair towards 
the back of the box facing away from the window then set up the camera on a tripod 
facing towards it. After that I placed the studio light on the left side of the camera 
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angled towards the chair where the subject would be sitting. Afterwards I placed my 
laptop on a table next to the camera. Plugged the camera into my laptop and ran 
OBS on it so I could see what the camera was seeing without having to look into the 
view finder. Diagram below shows birds eye view of the entire setup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Getting the right shot 

- In order to get the interview shot that I wanted I needed to rely heavily on the rule 
of thirds. Using the canon viewfinder and being able to see where the lines for the 
rule of thirds where I was able to figure out how I wanted to structure my shot. With 
the backdrop being the back window of my house there is a handle in the shot that is 
used to open the back sliding glass door. Taking inspiration from what Jim Demuth 
did in the Shenzhen documentary that I look at for my research by having one of the 
lines in the rule of thirds lined up with an element of the background I decided to do 
the same thing with the door handle. Using rule of thirds, I lined up the door frame 
with one of the lines and the subject of the documentary with the other. The shot 
that I was looking to get was a low mid shot which would depict the subject which 
would have the camera looking up towards my subject while still showing the 
background of the shot as well as the subjects body language. Another thing that I 
realised during the set ups of the shot was that depending on the time of day I would 
need to change the settings of the light. The back window of my house is south 
facing so it got pretty consistent amounts of light throughout the day. However, at 
evenings going towards night-time I found that I needed to make the settings higher 
on the studio light to combat the drastic changes in light as it got dark. I found that it 
was more beneficial to get all of my footage at around mid-day as the windows were 
allowing the right amount of light through for the studio light to work best in lighting 
up the subject.   

 

Birds Eye View of Set up Interview Test Set up 
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Adding the subject 

- I got my sister to sit in frame and adjusted the settings on the tripod and camera. I 
corrected the focus on the camera so that she was the only thing in focus blurring 
out what was going on outside of the window in the process. Had to adjust the 
height of the tripod to allow for more head room at the top of the shot while still 
maintaining that lower angle that I was looking for. I also angled the studio light to 
get more of her face in light and create some shadow on the left side of her face. 
After that I did a test record of shot to see how it looked.  

 

 

View of the shot through OBS. 

View of the shot through OBS. Tried to maintain some room between her head and the top of the shot. 
Also using rule of thirds positioned the subject to be a few centimetres away from the edge of the screen 
which makes the shot feel clear and uncluttered. 

Viewfinder view through the camera with the 
rule of thirds guidelines. The two vertical lines 
are in the positions that I want them to be in with 
one running along the door frame and the other 
along the chair where the subject will be sitting. 
The top junction between the horizontal and 
vertical lines above the chair was placed there on 
purpose as that is the area that I would like the 
subjects head to be positioned. 
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Attempts at a second camera. 

- After seeing how well my first shot looked, I 
went on to try and see if I could create a 
second shot for the interview like from the 
last dance and drive to survive. I got a hold 
of another Canon Camera which I was going 
to use to film the second shot. 
Unfortunately, I did not have a second 
tripod available to place the second camera on, so I 
had to opt for piling a lot of big books on top of a chair 
to gain enough height that it was at the right angle to take the shot. Another issue I 
ran into with the second angle was that OBS was unable to run with two cameras at 
once. After spending an hour reading through forum posts I was unable to find a 
solution to this problem so decided to just not use OBS for the second camera. The 
shots on the second camera did not come out as well as the first shots with the main 
reason being that the lighting was not right. I had the camera pointing at the darker 
side of the subject’s face which did not work out as planned. I also had the camera 
pointing at a too great of an angle which wasn’t overall necessary as it didn’t really 
add much to the overall documentary test. 

 

Full test with Interview Set-Up 

- I got my sister to make up a character and sit down on the chair as if she was being 
interviewed for a documentary. Below are both the LAV mic tests and Boom mic 
tests indoors YouTube clip as well as demonstrations around how the shots from 
both the first and second cameras looked together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second Angle Shot 
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Kyle Patocs VCE Media Interview Shot Production Tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Link: https://youtu.be/3XSBcCdUikk 

 

Overall Verdict: 

- Overall, I am really happy with how my main documentary shot turned out. With the 
use of rule of thirds in my first camera shot makes it look really professional which 
was the look that I was going for. The second shot needs a bit of work done to it. 
Having a second tripod should help with that process and getting the focus right on 
it. I may end up not needing the second angle depending on how my B-roll footage 
turns out, but I will likely do another experiment in the near future with the second 
angle. The lighting of the shot went really well and made a huge difference towards 
my final result so I will keep using the studio lights. Other than the second angle I am 
really happy with how this documentary shot turned out and will likely use the same 
setup in the future. 
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Actual Timeline of Project After Completion 

 

 

 

 
 
Outline: Overall my actual timeline of the Gannt Chart is very similar to the one that I had planned 
out. All of the tasks in red show how long each different task took. Filming of the documentary was a 
lot faster than expected as I was able to solidly dedicate the holidays towards filming the b-roll shots 
and interviews in that time. The tour shot was extremely simple to film, and it went pretty flawlessly 
as I was able to document some good stories about particular things in the laneways. Initially when 
figuring out my projects timeline I gave myself three weeks to edit all of the footage into my final 
documentary. The process of editing the documentary took a lot longer than I had initially expected 
as I needed to be extremely focused in order to craft the story line and b-roll shots out of roughly 
seven hours of footage and audio. The editing process lasted roughly around five weeks after 
shooting of the documentary and through that process I was able to edit over 95% of the 
documentary. Finishing the editing at this point although not as early as I initially would have liked 
to, I finished with around a month before the final deadline giving me time to polish it. Audio editing 
was also a much easier process then expected so it took less time compared to the other editing 
tasks. 

Consent to Film Forms: 

 

Above: Consent to film form for my two younger cousins. Names blurred for privacy reasons. 
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Experiment #4 Sony FX6 Trials

Focal Lengths, Frame Rate and 
Depth of Field
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Behind the Scenes of the 
Studio
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Experiment #4 Sony FX6 Trials

Focal Lengths, Frame Rate and 
Depth of Field
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Experiment #5 Faking car scenes - Test
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Experiments
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DaVinci Resolve 17 
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Experiment #3 DaVinci Resolve Editing 
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Behind the Scenes of the 
Studio
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Experiment #4 Sony FX6 Trials

Focal Lengths, Frame Rate and 
Depth of Field
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Different Focal Lengths 
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Experiment #5 Faking car scenes - Test
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Final Outcome
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Comments via fame.io

AMELIA WILKINSON
Intertwining b-roll with interviews will be an essential part of my production, as it will be majority of the documentary. 
Whilst recording Lucinda talking about her cat, I then overlaid her voice with b-roll of her interacting with the cat and 

then cut in and out between each. When this is done in documentaries it makes the interviews somewhat more engaging.

 

Technical Skills/Adobe Premiere Skills
Through watching youtube tutorials, I learnt a much easier way to cut between footage, while maintaining a synced audio. Practicing this 
skill will be extremely useful in the editing process of my production, as such an easy thing was previously time consuming.

Utilising youtube tutorials 
As the subject that I was filming was swearing, I consumed other youtube tutorials to find a way to beep out the explicit words and quickly 
discovered that its quite easy.I found that the ‘bleep’ added a comedic value to the clips, and may or may not be useful in the final 
production
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Test screening

Whilst my family were eating dinner I connected my phone to the TV and screen mirrored the 
film on the TV.

AMELIA WILKINSON
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Responses
Bonnie 

- It made me feel very proud of 
my father, and i feel like I got a 
good insight on his life in the 
studio through the film, it was 
very eye opening and a new 
way to see that side of him 

- No points were i was distracted 
or bored, i was very engaged in 
the film and i felt like all the 
parts were entertaining and 
was very well constructed 

- I didn’t really notice the 
colouring, it was off slightly but 
i could only tell when you 
pointed it out

- No the songs felt like they 
came in very naturally like it 
was build in properly. I did like 
the song choices and if you 
knew nathan personally you 
would of understood the 
reference to the clowns theme

- I did notice the shaky shots but 
it didn’t bother me it gave them 
character 

- More shots of his family, like 
me 

- I liked the title, i felt like the 
title gave a simple but unique 
point to the whole documentary 

adele

- The film made me feel 
proud of you as well as 
proud of Nathan and made 
me smile and feel warm 

- I think it's a compliment for 
dad to be the subject, and 
agree

- I liked how you used clips 
of him painting

- The colouring of the clips 
were beautiful and warm 
colours

- The entry points of the 
songs were good and the 

- The pacing was good, 
probably needed more 
shots of me

- I thought it was beautifully 
timed

- I did like the title, i think it 
was the perfect title, i think 
that was awesome how you 
put the creatures that didn’t 
connect in and it links with 
leaving meaning 

Nathan

- The film made me feel 
proud of you dude, and 
made me feel kinda happy 

- I wish you used more 
recent paintings

- I would like the fast paced 
bit of the clowns song of 
when the rock roll tats are, 
i have a suggestion for 
music to put their

- The shaky shot seemed 
tilted and off centered  

Lucinda 

- It made me feel nostalgic 
and happy and grateful that 
my father is lovely

- The colouring bothered me 
and it could do with a little 
less saturation if I’m honest

- One of the shaky shots 
bothered me, i think shaky 
shots are fine as long as it's 
not shaky on shaky. I think 
the shaky shots  are good 
for people not images

- I think the pacing was great
- I liked the title it's proper fit 

man 

AMELIA WILKINSON

After showing my target audience (Nathan + family) film, I then went around to each 
person and asked them the following questions:

1. How did the film make you feel?

2. Where there any points in which you were distracted or bored?

3. Did the colouring in the clips of Nathans interview seem weird or bother you

4. Did the begging of each song seem abrupt or out of place 

5. Did any shots seem shaky and did that bother you?

6. Did the pacing of the film seem okay? Did you feel like any of the clips were too long/short

7. Did you like the title and felt like it fit 

8. Did the final shot give a satisfying end or did it seem abrupt 
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FINN WOODLOCK

Wes
Anderson

Born on the 1st of May, Wes Anderson is one of films most
prominent and well known directors, producer, and screen writer
due to his obscure films and the techniques within them such as
symmetry and the distinct style each film holds.

Anderson has been nominated for numerous academy awards for
his films, The Royal Tenenbaums (2001), Moonrise Kingdom (2012)
and more. It wasn’t until The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014) in which
he was nominated for Best Director and Best Picture. He is in
charge of American Empirical Pictures in which he’s been running
since 1998.

Some of his most well known films include:

-The Grand Budapest Hotel 
-Moonrise Kingdom 
-The Royal Tenenbaums 
-Fantastic Mr. Fox 
-The French Dispatch

Finn WoodlockR E S E A R C H  P O R T F O L I O

1969

Director
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Andersons films can be spotted from
online frame or story line due to his
distinctive visual and narrative style.
Many of his films are centred around the
same themes of loss of innocence, grief,
unlikely friendships. One of the more
prominent themes would be family with a
unique take on children. It’s hard to find a
Wes Anderson film that doesn’t have a
child prominent to the story plot. He also
sees children as very smart and doesn’t
downplay them because they’re children,
instead he makes them seem as if they
think and talk like adults with having very
complex mindsets. An example of this
would be in Moonrise Kingdom with the
two leads; Suzy and Sam, their storyline
could just as easily be played as adults but
instead is played by children. Many of
Andersons films come under: Comedy,
Drama, adventure and crime. With such
an array of genres, it’s almost like Wes
Anderson has his own genre as you can’t
fit his films into one particular genre.
Instead of confining to society norms,
Anderson created his own stylistic
features through the themes of nostalgia
and visual identity.

On  the topic of style, many state the the
style of Andersons films come across as
Nouveau. The use of colour is normally
mixed within his stylistic features,
creating a blend between the two in
which is distinctive. Many of his films are
dream like due to these stylistic features
and sinuous atmospheres these films
have. 

Some of his most popular stylistic traits
include: 
-Colours
-Slow motion when a character/ or
moment of significance appears 
-Typography 
-Symmetry 

These are just a small variety of stylistic
features that are prominent within his
work.

Finn WoodlockR E S E A R C H  P O R T F O L I O

Genre and Style 

Use of Symmetry with a warm yellow tone
featuring "child like adults" 

Moonrise Kingdom (2014)
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Apart from placement of production design, lighting
and so on, another way Anderson achieves balance
through his shots is using limited angels with his
camera. It’s rare to see in his films high or low
angels, many of the shots appear the same in which
are straight and eye level. Instead of these complex
shots, he uses dollying, whips and bans to greatly
emphasis balance throughout creating a direct
centre in many of his shots. By doing this, it’s
important that the production design, colour,
lighting and everything else has layers and creates
more to the world seeing as Anderson doesn’t rely
on cinematic shot types or angels to process his
film. Without these “impressive shot types” his
films are beautifully done in themselves through
the bare minimal use of camera techniques. One of
the most complex shot type Anderson will use is an
overhead shot, normally showing someone packing
or doing everyday tasks, these shots still maintain
the use of balance by always having a a centre and
no tilt whatsoever.

Many of Wes Andersons films techniques and shots
come down to his framing which is ultimately one of
the most defining parts of his work. Achieved
through Balance, everything within mise en scene
such as set or production design helps balance the
shot out on either side, sometimes employing
symmetry to add even more balance to the shot. In
most shots you can depict the balance points from
left, right and centre and how each side supports
one another.

Wes Anderson rely’s heavily on film composition and how he arranges his
objects/ actors within the frame. By not using many camera angels, he
compensates by putting all things in frame. Some of the techniques that can be
found within his films include: 

Composition
As stated before, Anderson uses composition in order to create lines in which
then can be seen as symmetry. He tries by making objects as straight as
possible in order to create a flat line symmetry. By placing his subjects centre,
he focuses quite bit with the rule of thirds by having all focus towards the
centre with everything on the outskirts divided (normally equally) on either
side.

Slow motion
Argued one of Andersons most used technique, slow motion is used in many of
films normally used to convey a meaning or introduce a character or moment
that has significance and something/someone audiences should note.
Anderson shifts into the slow motion instead of abruptly going into it, making
more of an impact within viewers

Colour 
Colour is one of the most prominent aspect within a Wes Anderson film. The
themes of childhood and adolescence cross over into the hues and saturations
of many his films creating a dream like sense within them. He uses many yellow
and reds which contrasts between the bright story book sky. You can tell that
each film has a particular colour pallet in which Wes Anderson makes sure is
constant throughout the entire film.

Many of Wes Andersons films techniques and shots
come down to his framing which is ultimately one of
the most defining parts of his work. Achieved
through Balance, everything within mise en scene
such as set or production design helps balance the
shot out on either side, sometimes employing
symmetry to add even more balance to the shot. In
most shots you can depict the balance points from
left, right and centre and how each side supports
one another.

Camera Work 

Finn WoodlockR E S E A R C H  P O R T F O L I O

Balance depicted through left, right and
center 

In Moonrise Kingdom a bright yellow is constant throughout the film adding a
nostalgic sense to the film. Yellow is a very playful colour which represents
childhood in which moonrise kingdom explores that idea of childhood and
adulthood.
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Typeography
Another prominent feature in Wes Anderson films is the
use of typography. His titles are quite recognisable
varying from each film. The Grand Budapest Hotel had
multiple scenes featuring different type faces and
graphics designed by Annie Atkins. Being a completely
fictional country, all titles, props and everything that
displayed anything had to be made up. Much of the search
was done from 1903s Europe. Atkins worked closely with
Anderson and tried to make everything as real as possible
stating “I use traditional methods in graphic typography: a
real typewriter, a dripping pen in ink and more”. The oene
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Lighting 
Similar to colour, Many of Wes Andersons shots employ different
lighting techniques to convey different meanings and emotions.
Using The Grand Budapest Hotel as our example. The film starts
off with these warm fuzzy colour supporting the tones of pink and
red but it isn’t until the story unfolds, the sense of warmth is gone
and transforms into a cold darkness representing the films
narrative. Seen in the picture, a grey/blue light creates a sense of
that bitterness and coldness of prison. The use of firm lighting is
created by the outskirts of the frame to help light the background
helping support that sense of coldness that prisons tend to have.
This lighting is much different from the lighting seen at the start of
the film displaying to audiences how powerful light actually is and
how it can convey intended meanings and emotions.C
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Titles Sequence 
Titles in Wes Anderson films start the narrative stronger than ever. Although
it doesn’t seem like it, many of Anderson titles sequences introduce us to the
characters and the narrative not only through design choices and fonts, but
the way its filmed and the different shot types. For example: Moonrise
kingdom, we get introduced to Suzy’s family through series of different shots.
The framing in each shot is extremely particular in which it’s accompanied by a
yellow, playful cursive font: symbolising that same childhood theme discussed
earlier. Just through the titles and fonts, we are told as audiences that this film
is about adulthood and childhood through the different shots of Suzy (the
child) and her parents (the adults), we just don’t know it yet.
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Narative
Structure

Conflicts and resolutions

The uniqueness and weirdness of Andersons films is inspiring for my own practice.
Having such specific and dignified shot types with symmetry is something I would
like to explore within my own film. I also like the stylistic features and how
everything is quite quirky or how there is no specific time period in which is worth
exploring. I also like the idea of having a kid as the main character who acts adult
like. Making them go through something or a series event that doesn’t make them a
kid any more but instead an adult. I personally find it inspiring that every shot is so
carefully thought about and the use of mis en scene has been utilised that you
could dissect any still from the film with some type of meaning behind everything
in the frame.

Influence 

As stated before, many of Wes Anderson’s films include a strong sense of
family throughout the narrative and many of the films follow this theme
through a basic story arc of conflict and resolution. For example, In Fantastic
Mr Fox, the theme of family is prominent as Mr Fox disagrees with his sons
way of life and doesn’t approve of his doings (burgling). This is our conflict of
the film. It’s not until the end of film were Mr fox approves of his son and loves
him for who he is. The resolution. Many of Wes Andersons film follows this
exact story arc with the the same problems recouping about family.

Many of Wes Andersons Films utilise different narrative structures such as a 3
part structure. This normally utilises sequences of scenes in which all have
their own climax and story arc within the overall film itself. In The Grand
Budapest hotel, you are able to identify the use of four layers structures. We
start off with a girl at a writer grave in which she pulls out a book titled “The
Grand Budapest hotel” revealing photographs of dead author. The second
layer is the story of the girl. The third is The Grand Budaphest hotel. Then the
fourth snd final layer is when Zero tells his story. Unlike some films that have
single line narratives or having a story within a story, The Grand Budapest
Hotel has a story within a story within a story within a story, displaying that
Wes Anderson has utilised a 4 part structure within his film.
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Evaluation 

How well did it achieve the desired effects?
The three clips, successfully create contrast between the use of lighting and colour grading to convey different
meanings. For example: the second clip with the much more dramatic lighting and use of red emphasises a more
dark and mellow feeling compared to the first clip which is much more upbeat. By adding that third clip, it helped
create more variation to my film and made it stronger through conveying more contrast. 

Does it have the required aesthetics that I was trying to achieve? 
Yes, at first I was worried that I was unskilled enough to create a darker/red lighting state due to my lack of
experience with premier pro but through watching tutorials and experimenting I was able to get the desired
lighting state as well as colour. 

How could it be improved?
Focusing on not making the clips too dark. For example the second clip is a bit dark and at times can be hard to
see the subject. Also focusing on the quality of the image and making sure the camera stays in focus as the clips
themselves are quite clear or pristine. Also working more deeply with colour grading and really focusing on
warmth/coolness as well as saturation, exposure and so on 

How well does it engage the audience intended? 
Through the use of contrast, audiences are able to successfully feel the change of emotion through the three
clips as they entice a different feeling for each one. By the sudden change in lighting and colour, it makes the
audience want to watch more due to the sudden change as well as contrast to the first and last clip. 

In what ways does it express genre/stylistic choices?
The first clip portrays a much more normal/typical film compared to the second clip which feels a lot more
darker and could fit into a horror or film noir genre. The last clip, with the use of a dramatic lighting set up could
be utilised in the majority of films as it feels quite tense and mysterious. 

Evaluate the suitability of the equipment used and how well it was controlled.
Figuring out the camera is something that is still new to me, so figuring out how different controls and buttons
changed the camera was a big part of this technical task. Using a camera I was familiar with rather than one of
the school ones was quite an advantage. I was also happy with the utilisation of the two lights, one being cold
and the other being warm. I was happy the way I placed them and how they emphasised the subject 

Evaluate the skills utilised and leant.
I am able to successfully use lighting to convey different meanings through how it creates shadows depending
on where you place them or how cool and warm lights mix together. I am able to depict certain scenarios just
through the use of light. Similar, through colour grading I am able to now change the emotions within a shot type
or help make the shoot look nicer wether that be through higher saturations and warmer tones or a low
exposure with cooler tones. I am much more confident with premier pro and how using adjustment layers, I am
able to add effects into my clips such as lighting or just work on colour grading by changing the highlights and
shadows to another colour. 
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NARRATIVE

Utilising a linear three act structure for my film: 

The opening provides the audience with the beginning of this, integrating/transporting
them into the film. Subsequent events take place in the opening, all important features
of my plot are laid out within the first few minutes. Doing it correctly sets up multiple
possibilities and gives the question to audiences of what’s coming next 

ACT 1 

Opening: Starts with GIRL putting on a puppet show. No one knows why. A sense of
isolation and curiosity is set up.

Set up: Through repetition we see GIRL’s life, on repeat, everyday. It’s boring and
draining. Stuck in the same loop of being grounded and being treated like a child.
There’s no stop to it. 

Inciting incident: GIRL see’s IT for the first time. IT’s far away but it adds curiosity to the
whole picture. What is it? Who is it?. GIRL is fascinated. 

First act turn: The obsession starts with IT. It’s subtle but GIRL is fixated. She wants IT 

The expectations of the audience need to be stablished so as the narrative takes place,
the audience can make sense of what’s happening and understand the plot. 

ACT 2 

Midpoint: After seeing IT for a second time, it’s the dream that sets GIRL off, supposedly
seeing IT above her makes GIRL wanna chase IT even more 

Cause/ Conflict: Montage of the chase begins, chasing after IT. GIRL has wanted IT for as
long as she can remember, she won’t stop until she catches IT

Many films will resolve happily: Hero wins, lovers saved, bad guy punished. Mine, not so
much. My ending being ambiguous leaves the audience to question the true meaning of
the film. It’s a tactic to make audiences think. 

ACT 3 

Climax: Meeting IT in the lake, it’s almost the final battle. Eyeing each other off, the entire
film has made it’s way up to this point. GIRL goes to attack 

Resolution: GIRL stands in front of a fire, contemplating everything. She puts IT’s head
on. 
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CHARACTER

ESTABLISHMENT 

We don’t know much of GIRL. We aren’t introduced of her name. Only of her story. The
start of the narrative, she is seen conducting a puppet show. This is her introduction but
we can tell she’s still a child. Her mannerisms and the overall fact that she’s playing with
puppets indicates to audiences a sense of immaturity and child like behaviour. This
continues with the montage of actions. As we are indicated through the use of a
calendar, time or whatever object used that she’s grounded. Although this is not what
tells the audience about her character, it’s her response to it. You can tell she’s fed up
with being treated like a child. Through her actions it’s almost as if she glamourises the
adults life, as if it’s easier than her own. It’s almost an escape from her being grounded.
You can tell she wants to grow up. You can tell she doesn’t think of herself as a child. 

The first shift in emotion is when IT appears, just like adulthood, she’s fixated on IT. It’s
something different than what she’s been doing for the past week, it’s her new escape to
adulthood. She’s been pretending to be grown up by trying to do “grown up things” so
when IT appears, GIRL finally realises that this is her chance. IT acts as the adult life, she
wants it and wants to chase after it. It’s not until she falls asleep in which the first
interaction takes place that GIRL knows she wants nothing else until she catches being a
grown up (IT). Her determination overcomes her and she makes the move. Pushing
aside all childlike qualities, her motifs have come alive. The sadness and wanting that we
see at the start has developed into a sense of determination and anger. She is
constantly looking back on how she is grounded, how she is treated like a child, how her
voice is not heard. It’;s almost as if catching IT unlocks all her answers and proves that
she’s not a child. When she finally reaches IT in the lake, it’s almost as if the audience is
in the eye of the hurricane. It’s calm but it’s tense. It’s almost as if every past emotion has
come to a halt and all that GIRL can think about is IT. 

It is between the split second where she catches it and the next shot where the
strongest sense of character establishment is realised. All that GIRL has chased after is
nothing like she realised. She did all of that and for what? What did she gain from it? The
thing she wanted most is now the thing she doesn’t want at all. It’s a weeping sense of
nostalgia, she finally realises that she took being a child for granted. That childhood is
not in fact hard. The actions are now irreversible and she is an adult through her own
demise. We start off with GIRL longing to be an adult and we end off with GIRL longing to
be a child. IT is adulthood, and when she finally catched it, through all its hardship and
work, she realised that it’s nothing like she imagined. 

. 
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Description 
-Non age specific. Has to look like she’s either 13 or 19. 
-Tallish, unique, not like other girls. Quite slim and lean would be ideal
-Has to have emotions within the facial expressions, especially the eyes. GIRL’S eyes should convey
what she’s feeling. 
-Must have things vintage look to her, costume will help convey this. 

Acting Style
Has to be a strong actor with experience. As theres no dialogue throughout the entire film, it’s
extremely important that the actor can convey all the intend messages and emotions to allow the
audience to follow the narrative smoothly. Naturalism will be used, so someone with not only acting
experience but someone who has taken acting classes specified in the Stanislavski movement. The
actor needs to embody GIRL in a way that GIRL feels so real and alive to audiences that they start to
feel for her. She should be liked by audience members. 

I have cast Isabella Woodlock as GIRL in puppet show. With extensive training and years of acting
experience, she is able to convey the desired wants and needs of GIRL and bring her alive. Below I've
listed some od her previous credits. 

. 

GIRL
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SCRIPT
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Trial Shots

Trial Backgrounds
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Full Production Timeline

Because my film is an animation, the production (filming) and post production (editing) process become one in
the same. I will steadily work towards creating the animation which is a process that remains mostly the same
throughout and can be done from anywhere, requiring a simple and consistent schedule. Editing time during
class will be applied to animating, as well as time at home. Towards the end of the process I will be focused on
implementing sounds, visual effects and various adjustments.

Time and Location Task Description

7th - 13th of June
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on drawing all of the backgrounds for scenes 1-4. This
will be completed on Procreate on the iPad. Uncertain whether class time will
be dedicated to production during the week and a couple of the following
weeks.

14th - 20th of June
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on drawing all of the backgrounds for scenes 5-7.

21st - 27th of June
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on drawing all of the backgrounds for scene 8

28th of June - 4th of July
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on drawing rough character animation for scenes 1-6.
This will likely be completed on Callipeg on the iPad after importing the
background images.

5th - 11th of July
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on drawing rough character animation for scenes 7-8.

12th - 18th of July
Thursdays during class time
(9:15 - 11:45am)
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on refining all character line art by building upon the
foundation of the rough character animation. This includes adding details
such as the face, clothing and more frames of animation to smooth it all out.

19th - 25th of July
Thursdays during class time
(9:15 - 11:45am)
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on polishing all character line art and animation. This
means having clean lines and fluent animations.

26th of July - 1st of August
Thursdays during class time
(9:15 - 11:45am)
4 - 6pm after school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
and on weekends.

This week will focus on character colouring. This is done by applying colour to
the layer underneath the outlines and matching it to the colour and lighting of
the environment.
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Production Notes

Intro
scene

For this scene, I created a nightmare sequence, foreshadowing
the significance of 12 midnight as a key feature in the plot. I went
for a simple black and white appearance and used rough white
strokes for the clock. I created a 4 frame loop with the clock that
creates a jittery and abstract appearance. With premiere pro, I
added a paint stroke filter and glow effect over the scene. For the
sound, I use the sound of rain that slowly fades in, followed by
the tick of the clock. I also add in a dramatic riser sound effect
that creates a sense of tension as the hand reaches 12. All the
sound abruptly cuts off as it cuts to the next scene of the
protagonist waking up.

Scene 1 This scene involved a lot of trial and error, experimenting with
different looks with the backgrounds and the tools of the
program. I ended up redoing many of the backgrounds
throughout this scene, as the earlier backgrounds no longer
reflected the newer and more refined backgrounds of later
scenes. The earlier backgrounds also had a grain filter added to
it, which I later realised would contrast with the characters in the
scene which wouldn’t have any grain. I decided to redo them and
apply the grain filter in post over all layers for consistency. Earlier
backgrounds also did not have outlines on objects which were
later added for more definition and consistency.

For shot 2, it involves a bird's eye view that looks down through
a spinning ceiling fan. I discovered that there was no feature to
blur objects in Callipeg (animation app) so I created a png of
dark silhouette of a ceiling fan in Procreate (art app) that I was
able to blur. I then imported the image back into Callipeg and
used the transformation tool to make the image rotate/spin.

For both the shot where the protagonist looks down at his hand,
and the shot of his hands crossing off the date on the calendar, I
redrew them by rotoscoping (tracing) over footage of my own
hands for a more realistic look and smoother animation. It also
helped to save time for future scenes using this technique. I also
did a 2 frame loop that makes the hand look like it's shaking in
fear/shock.

Scene 2 Added a shot after the protagonist gets out of bed. This shot
shows the protagonist adjusting the tie in the mirror. I thought
that it would help to convey the fact that he was getting ready for
work in a more understandable and fluid manner.

The first shot of the protagonist closing the door was very tricky
to do. It was one of the only scenes to involve a moving object
that wasn’t a character, and it was one that changed shape and
brightness as it moved across the scene. I used 2 background
layers, the first being a view of the room with the door closed and
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no light entering the room, and the second being the view of the
room with the door open. As the door closed, I could gradually
lower the opacity of the second layer to create the effect of the
light getting cut off from the room. I also had a third layer of the
door’s basic shape, and a fourth layer with the door’s texture.
The next shot was one of the few panning shots in the film. I
used a transformation layer on the background to slowly pan to
the left, however I had to move the protagonist by hand because
you can’t transform multiple layers at once. This makes the
protagonist pan with the shot but not as smooth as the
background. I also added a shadow against the wall that moves
along with the protagonist using a transformation layer.

For the next shot, I used a transformation layer on a png image
of a car, which I made back out of the driveway and also grew in
size to appear as though it gets closer to the camera.

Scene 3 For the first shot of the scene, I attempted to create a fading
transition into the next location, that being the restaurant. The
protagonist would remain in the centre and the focus as the
background behind him changes. To do this, I imported the two
backgrounds into iMovie where I could use a crossfade effect. I
also created two png images of the protagonist’s face which had
different shading on the face for the two different
environments/lighting which I also faded together. I imported the
video back into Callipeg and applied a transformation layer
where I could make it appear as though the camera was slowly
zooming out. The sound also transitions, with the humm of the
car fading out and the voice of the customer fading in as the
protagonist's attention shifts. This is also the first and one of the
few scenes with dialogue.

Scene 4 For the shot of the protagonist working on the deep fryer, I again
used procreate to create a blurred cutout of the protagonist that I
could place into the scene, as Callipeg can’t blur objects. This
also meant I could only blurr still objects, which worked for this
scene. For the two shots of the deep fryer, I added a layer that
had a short loop of a bubbling oil effect. When the deep fryer is
out of focus in the next shot, because I couldn’t blur moving
images, I was able to work around this by using a soft airbrush
tool to draw the bubbling oil loop that makes it look as though it
was out of focus, which blended well with the blurred
background.

For the next shot of the protagonist exiting the restaurant and
walking to his car, I tried to create some puddles on the ground. I
did this by cutting out different shapes from the background and
simply mirrored/flipped them up-side-down. As the protagonist
walks under the street light, I made the shading change on his
clothes as he walks for a more realistic look. I then used the
animation of him walking without the background to create a
reflection in the puddle, by flipping the images and placing them
within the puddles with a lower opacity. This scene, as well as
the many other scenes outside in the rain, used a green screen
effect to add in rain and splashes on the ground. The following
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